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1. Introduction. This is a continuation of Parts I and II (see Ehrenpreis

and Mautner [l] and [2]). Throughout the present Part III G is still the

group of conformal mappings of the unit disc. We continue our analysis and

study of various classes of complex valued functions on G, using the methods

and results developed in Parts I and II. In particular we are concerned with

certain linear spaces of functions on G which form (topological) algebras with

convolutions as product, their explicit characterization by use of the Fourier

transform on G, and their ideal theory. The Fourier transforms of the group

algebra D (of all indefinitely differentiable functions of compact support) and

E' (the algebra of distributions of compact support) led to entire functions

of exponential type. It is of considerable importance to describe explicitly

algebras of functions on G whose Fourier transform leads to functions which

are regular in a given strip. Thus we shall introduce in §3 below for each real

number p ^ 1 and ^ 2 an algebra Sp of functions f(g) on G whose Fourier

transform we can again describe completely. Using this we can study the

ideals of Sp. For p = 2 we obtain the rather complete result that every closed

two-sided ideal of S2 is the intersection of the primary two-sided closed ideals

containing it. The results of §3 are used in §4 to obtain further results about

the expansion of mean-periodic functions on G obtained in §5 and §6 of

Part II. To study the spectrum of a two-sided mean-periodic function on G

in detail we consider (in §5 below) the closed two-sided ideals of the group-

algebras D and E'. One of the main results of this section is a rather complete

description of the closed two-sided ideals of D and E' in terms of a spectrum

which consists of a (discrete) subset of the complex plane with certain integers

(orders of vanishing) attached to its points. This can be used (in §6) to

introduce the spectrum of any two-sided mean periodic function on G and

to relate it to the expansion of §5 and §6 of Part II. In the next section (§7)

we study ideals of LX(G) and related algebras; among other things we show

that an analogue of Wiener's theorem is false. We thus obtain a rather com-

prehensive study of various function spaces on G.

Functions on homogeneous spaces of a noncompact group behave in gen-
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eral in a quite different manner from functions on the group itself and their

study requires new methods. In §8 we treat the case where T is any discrete

subgroup of G for which the factor space G/T is compact. We study the

Fourier expansion on G/T. This leads to an analogue of the Frobenius rec-

iprocity theorem, also to a new analogue of the Poisson-summation formula.

In §9 we drop the assumption that G/T he compact, but restrict ourselves

to the case where T is the modular group. We obtain an explicit character-

ization of a class of modular functions in terms of analytic functions satisfying

the functional equation of the zeta function of the field of Gaussian numbers.

We take this opportunity to correct some misprints in Part II:

p. 30, line -7:        PmnW-f=fwmr,(g)f(g)dg, where wmn = Pmnw,

p. 31, line 2:        IF is defined by: W-h =complex conjugate of IF- h.

p. 42, line -3: (4.32) fh(g)umn(g, h+H)dg = 0,
p. 43, line 1:        (4.33) ff(g)umn(g, \+it)dg = 0.
p. 46, lines -2 and -1:        W-a*f=a*-W*f=a*-f*W* where a*(g) =a(g~1).

Throughout the rest of §5 (a)* should be replaced by a* and (IF)* by IF*.

2. The Fourier transform of Lp. Let Lp = 7,"(G) denote the Lebesgue space

of all (equivalence classes of) complex-valued measurable functions f(g) on

G for which

(2.i) 11/11,= {/j/(s)Ns}1/P< °°

where dg refers to Haar-measure on G (normalized once and for all). By

Lvmn we denote the subspace of all those fig) ELP which are spherical of type

m, n (the space L1. was denoted by 4i in Part I). Note that fELvmn is equiva-

lent to

(2.2) f"|/(ft)|*sinh2r#
J o

being absolutely convergent (in the sense of Lebesgue) because |/(&gjK)|

= |/(gf)|  for/(g) spherical.

Let us consider the function hig) on G defined by hikg^n) = e~2cifikgzn).

Lemma 2.1. 7//(g)G7«n then hig)ELlmfor any real number c>l/q where

1        1
(2.3) — + —=1.

p       q

Moreover the integral fo°°e~2c(figt)b{ converges absolutely and uniformly in c for

c^l/q+i, («>0).

Proof. To prove that hig)EL^n it is sufficient to prove that e~2clELQ

(0 <£"<<»; 5f) because |/(fegr<0| =|/(fr)|  for fig) spherical. Now
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/I oo /• °°

I e-2«r |«5f =   j    e-2<*« sinh 2f<#
0 •'0

/I 00 /• 00g-s(i/«+or« sinh 2f<# <  J    e"2"^
0 v 0

for c>l/q+e. The last integral exists and is independent of c, which proves

Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.2. Let s be any complex number in the strip 0 <Rs < 1. Then

I «»fe, j) |   ^ const. e-2f!min (».i-*)|

where the constant is independent of m, n and £. If s is in a strip e<Rs<l—e

(e > 0) then the constant is also independent of s.

Proof. Consider first u0o(g, s) =4>(g, s). In accordance with (4.9) of Part I

(p. 4.20) there are functions0(1,(g, s) andqbm(g, s) such that0(g, s) =0(1)(g> s)

+<l>m(g, s), where <pm(g, s) =4><-1)(g, 1-s) and0<1>(gc s)=0(e~2^) uniformly

in 5 for Rs = a>e>0 and all £>0. This proves Lemma 2.2 for (m, n) = (0, 0).

The general case now follows from the inequality \umn(g, s)\ ^0(g, a) (see

e.g. p. 412 of Part I).

Theorem 2.1. Iff(g)CLp then

Fmn(s) =  I   f(g)umn(g, s)dg
J a

converges for fixed m, re and s absolutely (Lebesgue) provided

(2.4) l/q<Rs<l/p

and uniformly in m and n, and s for

(2.5) \/q + e ^ Rs g 1/p - e, (e > 0).

Hence Fmn(s) is a regular analytic function of s in the open strip (2.4).

Theorem 2.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.

3. The group algebra Sp, its Fourier transform and ideal theory. For any

real number p^l and ^2 let S*„ consist of all indefinitely differentiable

spherical functions f(g) on G which are of fixed type m, re and satisfy

(3-1) (df)(kg!K) = 0( )

for all integers 7^0 and for every polynomial 3 in the elements of the Lie

algebra of G (considered as both left and right differential operators on G).

Lemma 3.1. SpC:Lr for any real number r^p.
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Proof.   By   (3.1)    \f(kgrn)\ r = 0(e-2^p/(l + \ f| '))•   By   the   expression

d(kgrn) =sinh 2%d$dkdK for the Haar-measure, the result follows for r^.p.

We now define a topology on 5„n by the semi-norms

(3.2) suP(i+ |f|'V»*|(a/)(*ft*)l;

lor every integer j^O and every d as above. This family of semi-norms is

used to define the topology of S„\„. We can easily prove:

Lemma 3.2. 5^„ is a complete metrizable locally convex topological vector-

space. It is also a Schwartz space in the sense of Grothendieck [l].

Lemma 3.3. For fixed m and re, and 0^Ps:£l,

d'
- Umn(gr,  S)     ^  COnSt f)e-2f(niin(1r,l-<-)1

ds'

where the Luustant is independent of m, re and f. If s is in a strip —e^LRs

:£ 1 +e then the constant can be chosen independent of s.

Proof. We have (see Part I, pp. 408-409)

/' '                        dgrB    *g-2*imHi> -   e2*in9dd

o                    dd

so that

d> I        r1 [  d>    dgtf '
— Umn(g{, S) hg \—   —        dd
ds' |      J o  I ds1     d9

-exp {—2s log  | cosh {■ + e2rie sinh f |} dd

= 2> I    [log'  | cosh f + e2"" sinh f | ]
J o

— exp { — 2s log | cosh f + e2"9 sinh f | }cW.

Hence,

-umn(gx, s)   ^ (2f)»        exp (-2<r log    cosh f + e2«'« sinh f   }dB
6V 7o

= (2f)'«oo(gr, <0-

Now we use (4.9) of Part I (p. 420) whereby we may write (reoo(gr, s)

=«(r, 5)),

<Kf, *) = 4>(I,G-, *) + 0C2)(r, *)

where c£<2>(f, 5) =(b(2)({, 1-s) and, by Equation (4.10) of Part I, (y = sinh2f)
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sin2 ts    r 1
^(Dfo s) = y~> —:-       r»-l(l - t)*-K1 ~ r/y)->dT.

t sin 2irs J o

Thus, for — e^(r^3/2—e, we obtain

\(s - l/2)0<1»(f, s) [   g const (1 +  | 5 | )e-2t°

where the constant is independent of 5. Hence, by the above

| (s - l/2)0(f, s) |   ^ const (1 +  \s\ )e-2flmh> ('•1-'>)

where the constant is independent of 5 as long as —e^Rs^l +t. The lemma

follows from this and the fact that 0(f, s) is analytic in s.

By the above lemma, given any/G^Li, the integral ff(g)umn(g, s)dg con-

verges uniformly for 5 in the strip 1/q^Rs^l/p and defines, in fact a func-

tion F(s) = (Xof) (s) which is indefinitely differentiable and bounded in the

closed strip and analytic in the interior. (If £ = 2, the strip degenerates to the

line Rs = 1/2 and F(l/2+it) is a bounded indefinitely differentiable function

of t.) Also if A denotes the Laplacian on G, then A'fCS^,n for any j by the

definition of 5^„. Moreover, by the self-adjointness of A, we derive easily,

J  (A>f)(g)umn(g, s)dg = J  f(g)A''umn(g, s)dg

= s'(l - s>")F(s).

Thus, by our above remarks (dr/dsr) [s'(l —s')F(s) ] is for every r ^ 1 bounded

in the strip l/q^Rs^l/p. It is clear from the definitions and from formulas

(3.4) of Part I that F(l—s)=Xmn(s)F(s) where Xmn(s) is defined in Part I,

p. 414, formulas (3.5).

For any fCSin we define £/ as the triple £/= (F(s), f+(l), /-(/)) where

/ Q) =   I  f(g)vmn(g, l)dg for / = 1, 2, 3, • • • , min (m, n) + 1

and

f (0 =   I  f(g)vmn(g, l)dg lor I = 1, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , min (-m, -n) +1.

Here t?*„(g, I) denote again the matrix coefficients of the discrete series of

irreducible unitary representations (cf. (1.5)—(1.10) of Part II).

Let us denote by 5^„ the space of triples {77(5), h+(l), h~(l)} where 77(s)

is an analytic function in l/q<Rs<l/p and indefinitely differentiable in the

closure of this strip; 77(1 —s) =Xmn(s)H(s), and for any/, r, (1 +1 s\ r)(d'H/ds')

■ (s) is uniformly bounded in the closed strip; and where h+(l) is a finite se-

quence of complex numbers defined for 1 = 1, ■ ■ ■ , 1+min (m, n) and h~(l)
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is defined for 1 = 1, ■ ■ ■ , 1+min ( — m, —re); and where, for p = l, 77(0)

= 77(1) =0 if tw^O and re<0, or if rezgO, w>0(2). We define in Spmn a locally

convex topology by means of the semi-norms

(3.3) sup        { | h+(l), h"(l), (1 + | 5 |0 I (-4- h) (s) 11
l,l/qSRs£l/p     ( |  \dS' / | )

for all integers r, j^O. It is readily verified that •§£,„ is a complete, metrizable,

locally convex topological vector space which is a Schwartz space (see Groth-

endieck [l]).

Theorem 3.1. X is a topological isomorphism of S^„ onto S^,n.

Proof. We have shown above that X maps 5„„ into S^n- (In case p = 1 we

use Lemma 1.4 of Part II and the above.) Since X is linear, we need prove

continuity only at 0. Suppose/'—->0 in 5„„. Then clearly/'—K) in L2; since for

each / we have v^n(s, l)EL2, it follows that for each /, f1:i:(l)—>0. Also, for

any non-negative integers a and b, we have, by the definition of the topology

°t Smn,

e2"p(l+r)\iAbf>)(gi)\ -+0

uniformly in f. It follows thus from Lemma 3.3 and the expression dg

= dk sinh 2£d£dn that, for any a', b', we have

i     \/db'     \       I

(1+ Ma,)Kc^v(5)r0

uniformly for 1/q^Rs^l/p. Thus, Xf'—>0 in 5^n so T is continuous.

To prove that X is onto and that 2/-1 is continuous, we shall consider

first the case ?re = re = 0. In this case, if {H(s), h+(l), h~(l)} is a triple in 5So,

the terms h+(l) and h~(l) do not appear, so we may identify the triple

{H(s), h+(l), h~(l)} with the function H(s) and Sqo ls identified with a space

of functions 77(5).

The fact that X is a topological isomorphism of 5j0 onto 5J0 is proven in

Part I, Theorem 4. (Note that 5j0 and 5J0 were denoted in Part I by S and S

respectively.) We give now the modifications that must be made in case

1 <p^2. We shall write, as in Part I, M0o(gr, s) =<£(£", s), and y = sinh2 f. Then,

as in formula 4.10 of Part I, we write </>(£, s) =<£(1)(r> s)+4>m(£, s). Now, if

H(s)ES%0, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that the integral fi//2-^H(s)4><-1)(g, s)bs

where 5s=i(l/2— s) tan [jr(l/2—s)]ds defines a continuous function h(g)

which is spherical of type (0, 0). Moreover, h(g)EL2(G) and, as in Part I,

pp. 421-422, H(s)=fh(g)(pW(g, s)dg = (Th)(s).
We have to show first that hES^0. We write

(2) In case p = l, h±(l)=wmn(l)H(l) for those m, n for which h+(l) or /j~(1) is defined (cf.

(1.9) and (1.10) of Part II).
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+w(y, s) = (*/2)(l/2 - s) tan [tt(1/2 - s)](sin2 ts/t sin 2irs)

•   f  (1 - O'-V'-^l - T/y)-'dr.
J o

Then, using (4.10) of Part I, p. 420, we have

/. 1/2+too

H(s)y-yw(y, s)ds
1/2-tco

where y = sinh2 f. We now use the fact that 77(s) is in S^, so H(s) is analytic

in the strip l/q<Rs<l/p and rapidly decreasing in the closed strip 1/q^Rs

^1/p. On the other hand, inequality (4.11) of Part I, p. 421, shows us that,

fory^2, l/4^.Rs^l, wehave^t^y, s)^Bo|s(l-s)| for some 50>0. Thus,

we can shift the contour in (3.4) if y^2 and we obtain

/> l/p+ioo

H(s)y-'^(y, s)ds.
l/p-tOO

Now, we have shown in Part I, pp. 419-420, that, given any d which is a

polynomial in the elements of the Lie algebra of G and any compact set C

in G, we can find a polynomial P(s) such that

| (30) (g, «) |   £  | P(s) |

whenever gCC and 0^i?s^l. Thus, Ji/ltitZH(s)(d4')(g, s)bs converges uni-

formly in compact sets of G for HCS^. This means that h(g) is indefinitely

differentiable and, using (6.26) of Bargmann [l] and Lemma 2.6 of Part II,

we can find a polynomial Q(s) such that

/. l/2+too

Q(s)H(s)d>(g, 5)55.
l/2-ioo

Since sr(l—s)rH(s) is in Sqq whenever HCSqo, formula (3.95) shows us that

/>  1/p+tOO Q(s)H(s)d,(g, s)8s.
l/j>—too

We shall now use the following analog of Lemma 4.1 of Part I, p. 422.

The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 4.1 as given in Part I,

p. 423:

Lemma 3.4. (a) h(y) is bounded. Moreover we can find an N>0 so that the

condition |77(5)| ^e/(77|5|8) whenever 1/q^Rs^l/p implies \h(y)\ ^eN for
all y.

(b) For any r > 0 we can find a Br0 > 0 so that if

B(s) g ./(I + | 51»), • • • , | (d'/ds*)H(s) |   ^ e/(l + | *|»).
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Whenever 1/q^Rs^l/p, then

| y1'" logr yh(y) |   ^ eBr0

for all y 2^2.

By use of the lemma for Q(s)H(s) in place of 77(5), we find tha<-

yilv l0g>- y ghiy) and dh(y)

are   bounded   functions.   Now,   for  y   large,   y = sinh2   f ~ e2f,   so   thai

e2Up(l + \{\*)dh({) is bounded for all f. This means that hES%0.

Also, by making

| Q(s)H(s) |   ^ 6/(1 + | s |3), • • • , | (d'/dsr)Q(s)H(s) \   ^ e/(l + | s|»)

we can be assured that

| y1'* logry dhiy) |   g ePr0        for y ^ 2

and

I 3/(f) I   g eA       for all f.

This, in turn, implies the existence of a positive constant B'r0 so that

(1+  \i-\r)e2^"\hin\   geP/o

which means that X"1 is continuous at zero. Since X~x is clearly linear, it is

continuous. Thus, X is a topological isomorphism of 5q0 onto S^.

In case £ = 1, we assume first that 77(0) =77(1) =0 if im, «)^(0, 0)(3).

Let us now consider the case of m, re arbitrary. For J77(s), h+(l), h~(l)}

G5L, set

h±(g) = T.h±(l)vL(g,t)[2l- l]1-2.
t

From the expression (11.2) of Bargmann [l ] for the v„nig, I) and the fact that

A*i.(g, l)=lil-l)i>mnig, 1), we see  that h±ig)ESl„ unless p = l = l and.Jn

fact, the maps {77(5), h+il), h~il)}-^h±ig) are continuous linear maps of 5^„

into Sin.

Set

Fis) = His)/r,mnis)

where

'   |n| \m\

liij- s)U(J- 1 + ')        if l»l   =  l»l»
(3.8)        „mB(*) =-  f1 y=1|n| |m|

n u -1 + s) n a - *)   «i«i = i»i •. y-i y-i

(a) So that, if p = l,hHl) =0.
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Then it is clear that F(s)£-S$o and that the map {77(5), h+(l), h~(i)}->F(s)

is a continuous linear map of 5„„ into Sqo- Write/= (X~1F), so by our previous

result for S^,, we have fCS%o and {77(5), h+(l), h~(l)}—*f(g) is a continuous

linear map of S^n into Sp0. By Lemma 2.6 of Part II, we can find an emn which

is a polynomial in left and right derivatives on G (by elements of the Lie

algebra of G) such that h0=emnf.

We need the following

Lemma 3.5. The mapf'^>em„f is a continuous linear map of 5q0 into S%,».

Let us assume Lemma 3.5 for the present and conclude the proof of

Theorem 3.1 (with our restriction in case p = l that 77(1) =77(0) =0). The

above shows that {77(5), h+(l), h~(l)}—>ha(g) is a continuous linear map of

S^m into Smn- Now, let us set

Kg) = h0(g) + h+(g) + h4g).

We have shown that {77(5), h+(l), h~(l)}^>h(g) is a continuous linear map

of Smn into S£„. On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.6 of Part II that

Xh=\H(s), h+(l), h~(l)}. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. It re-

mains to prove Lemma 3.5.

Proof of Lemma 3.5. The topology of S%,n is defined in terms of the semi-

norms (3.2). Since em„ is a differential operator on G obtained from the Lie

algebra of G (considered as both left and right differential operators) by

taking polynomials, the result is immediate.

The case p = l concluded. We assume now that 77(0) or 77(1)^0 (which

can occur for only certain values of (m, n) by the definition of 3LJ. To con-

clude the proof for p = l, we note that in Part II (see the final step in the

proof of Theorem 2.1 of Part II) we showed that, for any H(s)CSlnn we can

find an Hi(s)CXoDmn such that

77(1) - H(1)HX(1) = H(0) - H(1)HX(0) = 0.

Thus, 77(5) —H(l)Hi(s) =Hx(s) satisfies our previous condition, and the result

follows easily from the above and Theorem 2.1 of Part II.

Corollary. For any m, re, r, let fCS%,n and hCS£r. Then (/, h)—>f*h is a

continuous linear map of S^XSl, into S^.

Proof. Let /»' be a sequence in Dmn such that /'—>/ in S„n. Write Xf1'

= {F>(s),f+(l),f^(l)}, Xf={F(s), f+(l),f~(l)}, Xh={H(s), h+(l), h~(l)}.
Then (see e.g. Part II) X(f'*h) = {F>(s)H(s), f+(l)h+(l), f-(l)h~(l)}. By
Theorem 3.1 and the definition of the topologies of 5^n, 5^., 5%,,, it follows

that T(f'*h) converges to {F(s)H(s), f+(l)h+(l), f~(l)h~(l)} in the topology of

Str- Since p*h^>f*h in the topology of D, it follows that T(f*h) = {F(s)H(s),

f+(l)h+(l), t(l)h~(l)}. The continuity of the map (/, h)-*f*h now follows
from Theorem 3.1 and the definition of the topology of S£„.
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Corollary. For any m, S^ is a topological algebra under convolution.

We now define for each fixed p 2g 1, g 2 the group algebra Sp as the weak

direct sum of the spaces SZ,„ as follows: Let/(g) be any (continuous) complex-

valued function on G. We let

fES  if and only if Pm„f G Smn for all m, n
(3.9)

and Pmnf = 0 for all but a finite number of m, re.

We define a topology on Sp by considering for each pair of integers M, N>0

the finite direct sum Sp-M-N= Ei»>li;AM»lsw S^„ of the spaces S^\„ with the

Cartesian product topology. Clearly Sp is the limit of these spaces as M—* oo

and N—> oo and we define the topology of Sp to be the inductive limit topology

in the sense of Dieudonne and Schwartz [l] of the spaces SP-M'N.

Proposition 3.1. For each p^l and ^2, Sp is a topological algebra with

convolution as product. Under addition of functions it is a locally convex metriza-

ble complete topological vector space. The projection Pmn: Sp-^>S%m is for each m, n

a continuous linear mapping.

This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5 of Dieudonne and

Schwartz [l ] together with the above properties of the spaces S^n.

We next define the algebra Sp to consist of all triples of matrices

|77mn(5), hmJJ), Ih/afJ)} which are for each fixed m, re contained in the above

space Sl\n- We assume that Hmnis) is identically zero in 5 and &„„(/) is identi-

cally zero in / for all but a finite number of pairs m, re. We put on Sp the in-

ductive limit topology of the spaces El^lsM-Ms^ Si\n. We make Sp into an

algebra by defining sum point-wise (i.e. by addition for each 5, /, m, re) while

the product is defined by matrix-multiplication for each 5 and /:

{Am„is),  amnil),  amn(/)} -{Bmnis), bmnil), Z>mn(/)}

=  { E Amiis)Bjnis),   E atiiWtil),   E a-mjil)b~nil)\  •
\     3 3 3 I

From the above properties of the 5^B and the properties of an inductive limit

one obtains

Proposition 3.2. Sp is a topological algebra. It is a locally convex metrizable

complete topological vector space. The projection Sp—>5„„ is for each m, re a con-

tinuous linear mapping.

Using again the above results and the properties of an inductive limit we

have

Theorem 3.2. The mapping X is a topological isomorphism of Sp onto Sp.

Let CSp be the set of all those triples  {77ron(5), h^il), h~nil)}E5p for
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which hfnJJ) =0 for all I, m, re. It is clear that CSP is a closed two-sided ideal

of Sp. Let S+ be the set of all those triples tSp for which 77m„(5)=0 and

hmnV) =0 identically. Similarly S'L is defined by Hmn(s) =0 lor all 5, m, re and

hmn(l) =0 for all m, re, I. Clearly 5+ and Si. are closed two-sided ideals of Sp

and

(3. io) sp = cs" e sp+ e SL .

We write CSP = T~1CSP, S»±=T-1SP± and have

SP = CSP ®sp+® si.

We denote CS'C\S^ by CSpmn.

Lemma 3.6. Let J be a closed two-sided ideal of CSP. If Kp ^2 the mapping

(3.11) J-+jr\CSPoo

is a 1-1 correspondence between all closed two-sided ideals of CSP and all closed

ideals of the commutative algebra CSq0.

Proof. Consider the functions r]mn(s) defined by (3.8) above. Let Too be a

closed ideal of the algebra CS&,. The elements of O5q0 are certain functions

H(s)=H(l—s). It is clear from the definitions of Smn and r]mn(s) that if

77(5)GC5oo then vmo(s)r]o,i(s)H(s)CCSmn for each m, re. As 77(5) varies over

Joo, the functions nmo(s)rion(s)H(s) vary for fixed m, n over a closed left-

submodule of CSmn (over CS^n) which we denote by Jmn.

Now given a closed two-sided ideal J of CSP, put Joo = Jr\CSoQ. Let

Jmn = nmo(s)Joor]on(s). Yet 3 be the closed two-sided ideal generated by 70o in

CSP. Write $mn= $r\CSmn. Clearly 3CJ, hence 3m„C/mn for each m, re.

We wish to prove that JmnQ^mn- It is enough to show that JmnQ3.

By an easy approximation argument it follows that r)mn(s) can be ap-

proximated by elements of CSf^ in such a manner that rjm0(s)Joorion(s) ^Q,

i.e. Jmr,Q3. This proves that ^ymn = Jmn for all m, re.

We prove next that Jmn = J C\ CSmn. Since nmn(s)J C J, so Jmn

= Vmo(s)JooVon(s)QJ. Thus JmnQJC^CSmn. Now vmn(s) has no zeros in the

strip 0<i?5<l, so that i/m„(s)-1 is regular in this strip and bounded, so that

it can be approximated by elements of CS£„ so that Vom(s)~1(Jf^CSmn)r)no(s)~1

CZJ00. We conclude that Jmn = JC\CSmn.

Yet &' be the matrix whose m, nth component is 5,m5jn. We can approxi-

mate the function 1 by functions eC3*m so that &mJC-J for any closed two-

sided ideal of CSP. Also clearly &<"(CSp)&nQCSmn. Thus &">J&nCZjr\CSPm.
On   the   other   hand   JrnC5£aC!S'\7S"  is   obvious. Thus &nJ&n = Jr\CSmn

= Jmn and 6*jo* = fSmn-

We have already seen above that ^mn = Jmn lor all m, re, hence Sm3Sn

= 8m/Sn for all m, re. This implies that 3 = 7.
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Proposition 3.3. Every proper closed ideal J of the commutative topological

algebra S2^ is the intersection of the primary closed ideals containing it.

By a primary closed (left, right, two-sided) ideal we mean a (left, right,

two sided) closed ideal which is is contained in one (left, right, two-sided)

maximal closed ideal.

Proof. Let © be the algebra of all indefinitely differentiable functions of

one real variable / which are rapidly decreasing (i.e. every derivative is

0(| t\') ior all j). In the topology of Schwartz © is a topological algebra with

point-wise multiplication as product. By a theorem of Whitney [l] every

closed proper ideal of © is determined by its zeros with multiplicities.

Now given any /jG-So0; its Fourier transform 77(1/2+^) =77(1/2— it) is

an even function of t contained in 5q0 and S^C© and the topology of 5q0 is

the same as that induced by ©.

Now given any proper closed ideal 7 of SIq, consider the closed ideal 7©

generated by I in @. If PG7©PiSo0 then P = lim ^IIaAa where 77„G7 and

4«G©. Then Fil/2+it) =\im Y,Hail/2+it)2-1{Aail/2+it)+Aail/2-it)}.
Put Bail/2+it)=2-1{Aail/2+it)+Aail/2-it)}. Then PaG5^0 and P
= lim ^HaBa. Thus PG7. This proves that 7©n3o0 = 7. Now if 7i is

another closed ideal of S20 with the same zeros and multiplicities as J, then

by the above mentioned theorem of Whitney [l] 7© = 7i©. Hence 7=7i.

Now the maximal closed ideals of 5q0 are given by the pair of points

1/2+it, 1/2 —it as follows easily from the knowledge of all maximal ideals of

©. It follows that each primary ideal of S2^ consists of all those hES^o for

which 77(1/2 +it) vanishes at one point to up to a given order. This proves

Proposition 3.3.

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.6 we have

Corollary. Every closed proper two-sided ideal of the algebra CS2 is the

intersection of the two-sided primary closed ideals which contain it.

We next consider the two-sided ideals of S+ tor Kp^2. For each 1^2

let S"+il) be the set of ft+„(0 for h+ES%. Thus, Sp+il) is the algebra of matrices

amn of complex numbers for m, n^l, where amn = 0 except for a finite number

of m and re. It is readily verified that the algebra 5+(/) is simple.

Now, let 3 be any two-sided ideal in .§+; by 3(0 we denote 3P»5^_(^), so

3(0 is an ideal in S+ which is contained in 3. By the simplicity of 5+(/),

3(/) = {0}, or 3(9 =35.(0- If 3(0 = {0}, we say that 3 is zero at I.
We claim that 3 is determined by its zeros. For, suppose that 7 is another

two-sided ideal in S+ which has the same zeros as 3 and let h+EJ- Then

hmnil) =0 for all / except for a finite number of m and re; hence, k^fl) =0 for

all m and re if / is large enough, say it l^L. Now, for any /, h+Q) E 3 because

3(Z) =S%il) if h+il)^0. Now, clearly, h+= Ekl h+il), so that we have &+G3
since each /&+(0G3(0C3- This proves that 7C3; by similar reasoning,

3C7, so 3 = -/-
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A similar argument can be applied to the algebra St for 1 <p^2.

Proposition 3.4. Let 1 <p^2. Then every two-sided ideal in Sv+ or St is

closed and is determined by its zeros. Thus, every two-sided ideal in S+®St is

the intersection of the maximal two-sided ideals which contain it.

Proof. By the above, every two-sided ideal 3 in S+ is determined by its

zeros. It follows easily that 3 is closed. It is also readily verified that the

only maximal two-sided ideals in 3+ are the ideals 7* consisting of all A+G5+

with h+il) =0. A similar result holds for St. Proposition 3.4 then follows im-

mediately.

Combining Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 we obtain immediately

Theorem 3.3. Every proper closed two-sided ideal of the group algebra S2 is

the intersection of the two-sided primary closed ideals which contain it.

4. Mean periodic functions of fixed type m, re. In §5 of Part II we have

studied mean periodic functions eEmn. We shall now derive further properties

of such functions.

Lemma 4.1. Let fEEmn be mean periodic in the sense of §5 of Part II. Let

(4.1) /(«) = E E <*/««?»(«,-Sy)
j     9=1

be the mean-periodic expansion of fig) obtained in §5 of Part II. iHere the sum

E E ™ in the sense of the summability explained at the end of §5 of Part II.)

Assertion: For each j there exists an element WjEE'mm such that

(4.2) E dJtuL%, Sj) = iWj* f) ig).
9=1

Here Wj is given by the expression

(4.3) iX0Wj)is) =  (-M   is)iX0W)is),
KXoW) >y

where {l/XoW}tjis) denotes the principal part of the Laurent expansion of

the mermorphic function [(JoIF)(5)]-1 at the point Sj. (Note that since

WEE'mm, its Fourier transform XoW is a numerical valued entire function of

exponential type (cf. §4 of Part II) denoted by iXoWis)).

Proof. We denote again by EI the topological vector space of Schwartz of

all entire functions of 5 of exponential type which are slowly increasing along

P5 = l/2. For any/GPmn we define a continuous linear function (denoted

again by Xf) on the space E' by putting for any 77 = 77(5) EE'

(4.4) Xf-H = Xf-{2-1Vmnis)[His) + Hil - s)]},
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where 77mn(5) is defined by formula (3.8) of §3 above. Note that the right

side of (4.4) is well defined, since 2-1J7m„(5) [77(5)+77(1 — 5)] is contained in

the space XoE'mn of §4 of Part II and Xf is in the dual of XoE'mn- We have

to show that Xf-H is continuous on E'. It follows from Theorem 4.3 of

Part II that H(s)-^2-17]mn(s)[H(s)+H(l-s)] is a linear map of FI into

XoE'mn which takes bounded sets into bounded sets. Since Xf is continuous

on XoE'nn, it follows that the linear function 77—>Xf H is bounded on the

bounded sets of El. Since E' is bornologic (see Grothendieck [l]), it follows

that Xf-H is continuous on E'.

Now we use the fact that/(g) is mean periodic in Emn- Hence by Proposi-

tion 5.1 of §5 of Part II there exists an element IF of E'mm such that IF*/=0.

It follows that for any HCE'

(4.5) Tf- {(ToW)(5)77(5)} =0.

Hence we can apply the theory of L. Schwartz [3] and conclude that the

linear function Xf on E' has a formal expansion 22j2?-i djq5lf where 5^'

denotes the qth derivative of the delta measure of the point Sj. Moreover

(4.6) £<**»?-  j~}   U(XoW)(s)
q-1 \jLoW) tj

in accordance with formula (29) and (32) of L. Schwartz [3]. To prove the

lemma we only have to apply X~k.

Lemma 4.2. Let a0, ax, • • ■ , aT be arbitrary given complex numbers. Let so

be a complex number with Rso>l/p. Then there exist entire functions ty,(s)

=d>i(l—s) of exponential type, rapidly decreasing along Rs = 1/2 such that

.    .    dH>, 1 1
(4.7) lim (1 +  I 5 y)- = 0 uniformly in — ^ Rs ^ —

»->» ds11 q p

for any non-negative integers j and u, but

-A      dhpp
(4.8) lim   22 a„-   = <*>.

«■-»»   ,,_o        ds11

Proof. Consider the class of all complex-valued indefinitely differentiable

even functions f(x) of a real variable x for which

d"f     . exp {(1/2- l/p)\x\}
(4.9) -   g ca,b-i—j-

dx" l+|*|a

for all non-negative integers a, b and all real numbers x; here ca,5 are con-

stants independent of x. This class of functions f(x) is clearly a linear space

on which we define topology by the sequence of semi-norms
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(4.10) suo      ^ (1+ |*|«) exp /(l-l,)|af|l
-»<*<«   dx" \\p        2/        )

(a, 6=0, 1, 2, ■ • • ). We thus obtain a locally convex, complete topological

vector space. Its image under the classical Fourier transform fix)

-^>Jfix)e~{,~ll2)xdx = Fis) is precisely the space SPQ defined above (and this

mapping is a topological isomorphism). If hix) =hi~x) is indefinitely differ-

entiable and of compact support and if 77(5) = fhix)e~~<-s~ll2)xdx then

'       d"H '        r
2^ eta-is0) = Zjaf I  x"e<-,«-ll2)xhix)dx.
(1=0 ds1' p=o        J

Now, Ei-o a„x"e(s0_1/2)x does not lie in the dual of the space defined by (4.9)

and (4.10) for Rso>l/p. Thus we can find a sequence of even indefinitely

differentiable functions /,(x) of compact support which converge in the topol-

ogy (4.10) to a function/(x) in the space (4.9) but such that

I      E a^"e(*0_1/2)x/»(»)^   = oo.
J -oo n=0

Now take ^,(5) =//F(x)e(8_1/2,:cix and the lemma follows.

Theorem 4.1. Let m and re be fixed integers. Let so be any complex number

with Rso>l/p. Let j30, p\, ■ • • , Br be given complex numbers, such that j30 = 0

if m-n>0 and so is an integer satisfying 1 < 5o ̂  1 + min {| ?w |, \n\ } or if so is

an integer for which umnig, s0) =0 for all gEG isee formulas (2.15) and (2.15a)

of Part II). Then Em-o fiuumlig> so) is not in the dual of ££,„.

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 of §2 of Part II

that we can find a function P(5)G^o7>m» such that

(a) If mre>0, then Fis) =0 for 5 = 2, 3, • • • , 1+min (|m|, | w|).

(b) If mn>0 and 50 = 2, 3, • • • , 1+min i\m\, \n\), or if s0 is an integer

for which rem„(g, s0) =0 identically in G, then Fwiso) =1 and P(/)(so) =0 for

j=0, 2, 3, • • • ,r.

(c) If 5o is not an integer satisfying the conditions imposed in (b), then

P(50)=l, P<»(50)=0 for j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r.

By the above lemma, we can find a sequence of functions ip, satisfying

(4.7) and (4.8), where we set a^ =/3^ if 5o is not one of the exceptional integers

described in the statement of Theorem 4.1, or aa=^Jr if So is one of those

integers. For each v, let us set 77, = F\pv, so 77, is in T0Dmn by the above con-

struction and Theorem 2.1 of Part I.

Denote by h, = Xo1H„ so hrEDmn- Moreover, Xhv= (77,(5), 0, 0} because,

if rem>0 then 77,(/)=0 for 1 = 2, 3, • • • , 1+min i\m\, \n\). Thus, by the
definition of the topology of .§£„ and Theorem 3.2, {h,} converges in 5^B.

On the other hand,
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2Z^mn(g,s0)h,(g)dg   =    2Z@»   T- I  u^(g,s)hr(g)dg\
M=0 u=0      Lds" J J,sl, |

=    X ^77," (50)   =    X a$* (so)   —* °°
M=0 I ji=0

as p—>co. Thus, 2m-i ^wmn(g> So) cannot lie in the dual of 5^„ which is the

desired result.

Theorem 4.2. Let fCEmn be mean periodic and let Kpif=2. If f is in the

dual of S^n then the set of complex numbers Sj which occurs in the mean-periodic

expansion (4.1) is contained in the union of the strip 1/q^Rs^l/p and the

rational integers.

Proof. The mean periodic expansion of /of §5 of Part II is of the form

X) X) djqUmn(g, Sj).

We have shown (see Lemma 4.1) that, for any r,

X  djrUmn(g, Sr)   =   Wr */
3

for some WrCE'mm. Now, it follows from the main theorem on the Fourier

transform of Svmn that Wr*SmnCSvmn. Thus, IFr*/G(^,„)', the dual of Smn. But,

we have already shown that Xy <^>MHn(g> sr)C(Smn) can occur in only two

cases: if l/q^RsT^l/p, or if sr is an integer, and 7 = 0, and umn(g, sr) belongs

to the discrete series of unitary representations of G. This completes the

proof.

5. The ideals of 3) and S'. Let dt be the set of all matrices (amn) which

are rapidly decreasing in m and re, i.e. satisfy amn = 0(\m\~p-1 re| ~q) for all

positive p, q. Here m and re vary either over all integers or over all integers

§ some fixed I (or ^ some fixed I). We topologize dt by saying that any

polynomial Q(m, re) and any e>0 define an open neighborhood of (amn) con-

sisting of all (xmn) CR with I Q(m, re) • (xmn — amn) \ <€. The open sets of dt are

to be the unions of these open neighborhoods. With ordinary matrix-multi-

plication as product, R is easily seen to be a locally convex topological alge-

bra with the continuous involution (amf)—>(amn)* = dnm. If m and re vary

over all integers, then dt is clearly topologically isomorphic to the algebra of

all indefinitely differentiable functions on the 2-dimensional torus with

J0xa(a, y)b(y, z)dy as product, as follows at once using Fourier series in two

real variables (see for example Schwartz [4]). Let 33 be the topological vector

space of all rapidly decreasing sequences with the topology defined by all

polynomials Q(m) in one variable. The elements of dt can be considered as

continuous endomorphisms of 93 by putting for (xf) G 93, (amn): xm—► 22* am„xn.

Clearly this is simultaneously continuous in (amn)Cdt and (x„)G93.
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We shall now study the ideals of the group algebras D and E'. We first

note

Lemma 5.1. The mapping J-^JC\D is a 1-1 correspondence between all

closed left- iright-, two-sided) ideals J of E' and all closed left- iright-, two-sided)

ideals of D.

Proof. Let 7 be any closed left ideal of £'. Since 7>*E'C7>, we have

D*IQDr\JQI. Therefore for their closures in E' we have Cl(7>*7)CCl(7>n7)

CJ, For any WEE' there exist elements fjED such that W=\imfj*W;

hence Cl(7>*7) =7 and so also Cl(OP\7) =7. This proves that the mapping

J—+D(~\J is one-one. Moreover since the topology of D is stronger than that

induced by £', DC\J is a closed left-ideal of D. It remains to prove that every

closed left-ideal 3 of D is of the form D(~\J where 7 is a closed left-ideal of £'.

Let 7 be die closure 3 of 3 in £', 7 = 3. We have to prove that 3f\D = 3.

Let IFG3> then there are elements /aG3 such that/a-^PF in the topology

of E'. Hence by the continuity of convolution, h*fa—>h*W in the topology of

D, thus 7>*3£3- On the other hand 7>*7 is dense in 7 in the topology of D.

But T>*3^T>A3- Also 7J>*3 is dense in 7>P\3 in the topology, because for

any f ED C\^ there are elements fjED with/,—>/ in the topology of £', hence

again by the continuity of convolution h*fj—>h*f in the topology of D. This

proves that DC\^ = 3. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1 for left-ideals.

The same argument applies to closed right-ideals, hence also to closed two-

sided ideals.

Lemma 5.2. Let Ja be the set of all those fED for which Fmnis) =0 for all m
and re, for this given s. Then 7S is a proper closed two-sided ideal of D. Js is

self-adjoint if and only if Rs = 1/2, or s is a real number which is not an integer.

Proof. We know that for each fixed 5 the mapping/—>P(s) = [Pmn(s)] is a

homomorphism of D into the algebra P of all rapidly decreasing matrices

introduced at the beginning of this paragraph. This homomorphism is con-

tinuous by the corollary to Theorem 3.3 of Part II. Hence 7„ is a closed two-

sided ideal of D.

The assertion about the self-adjointness of 7, is proved as follows. Sup-

pose that If = 78. Then (Poo7„) * = PooTf = Poo7„. Hence the elementary spher-

ical function </>(g, 5)=w0o(g, s) must satisfy c/>*(g, s)=(pig, s) for this 5. It

follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 8 of Part I that this holds if and only

if P5 = l/2 or 5 is real.

If P5 = l/2, then £/(g, s) is unitary, hence Js is clearly self-adjoint. Now

let 5 be real and /(g) G7„, i.e.

I     fig)Umnig,  S)dg  =   Fmnis)   =   0

for this 5 and all m, re. Then
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J  f*(g)Umn(g, s)dg = J  f(g~1)umn(g, s)dg

= J   f(g~l)Umn(g, S)dg  = J   f(g)umn(g-\ S)dg

= J    f(g)Unm(g, 1  -  S)dg  =   J    f(g)unm(g,   1   -   s)dg

= Xnm(s)   I    f(g)Unm(g, s)dg = Xmn(s)Fnm(s) .

ll s?±0, +1, ±2, • • • , then Xnm(s)?*0 for all re, m (see equation (3.5) of §3

of Part I or §1 above); hence Fm„(s) =0 if and only if Xnm(s)Fnm(s) =0 for all

m, n. This proves that if 5 is any real number not an integer, then /G7. if

and only if/*G7„ i.e. J*=J,.
Now let 5 be any rational integer. It follows from Theorem 2.1 of Part II

that we can find integers m, re such that

(XoDmn)(S) = 0,    but    (XoDnm)(S) 9* 0.

For this m, n the function Xmn has a pole of order 1 at 5. YetfCDmn such that

Xof has a zero of order 1 at 5; by Theorem 2.1 of Part II such/exist. Then the

above shows that F*m = XmnFmn is different from zero at 5. Thus/G7„, but

f*CJs- This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2.

Remark 1. If 5 is an integer, then by Theorem 5.1 below, there exist three

closed maximal two-sided ideals of D corresponding to 5. By a similar reason-

ing one shows that each of these three ideals is self-adjoint.

Lemma 5.3. Let J be a closed two-sided ideal of D. Then for any hCJ and

any m, « = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • , we have PmnhCJ-

Proof. It is easily seen that

Pmnh  =   (Pmm8) *h* (PnnS)

where 5 is the delta-measure of 1GG. Now we may write 5= lim/' in the

topology of E', where {/'} is a sequence of elements of D. The assertion of

Lemma 5.3 now follows from the continuity of the projections Pa (see

Lemma 2.1 of Part II) the continuity of convolution in the topology of D

and the fact that J is closed in D.

Lemma 5.4. Let J be a maximal two-sided closed ideal in D. For each m, re,

set Jmn = jr\D„n. Then each Jmn is either a maximal closed left module over

Dmm or is equal to Dmn.

Proof. Assume there exists a proper closed left module $ in Dmn over

Dmm such that §D/mn, ^9^Jmn. Yet 3 be the closed two-sided ideal in D
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generated by 3fW7, and set Imn = 3(~\Dmn. We claim that 3fmn = §. For, if

hCS^J and fCD, then by Lemma 2.5 of Part II and the continuity of con-

volution,

Pmn(f*h) = 2/«;**/»
3

where the series converges in D. Now, for J9*m, hjnCJ by Lemma 5.4. So,

since J is an ideal, fmj*hj„CJmnCQ- On the other hand, hmnC^- So, since $

is a left module over Dmn, fmm*hmnC$. Thus, for all j, fmj*hjnC^; since 3f is

closed, this means that Pmn(f*h)C$-

By the results of §5, of Part II, 3? is also a closed right module over 7J>„„.

Thus, by reasoning exactly as above, we see that Pm»(/i*/)G3-

Thus, 3 is a proper closed ideal which clearly contains /. This is impos-

sible since J was assumed to be maximal.

We shall now find all maximal closed two-sided ideals of D. Yet J be a

maximal closed proper two-sided ideal; for each m, re, denote by Jmn = JC\Dmn,

so by Lemma 5.4, Jmn is either a maximal left module over Dmm or else Jmn

= Dmn- Since J9*D, for some p, q we must have Jpq9^Dpq, so Jpq is a maxi-

mum left module over Dmm. Thus, by the corollary to Theorem 5.1 of Part II

there is some complex number 50 such that, if 5o is not an integer, Jpq consists

of all F(s)CToDpq lor which P(50)=0, which if 5o is an integer, either Jpq

consists of all F(s) in T0Dpq lor which P(50)=0, or else Jpq consists of all

F(s)CT0Dpq with P'(50) =0 (depending on the values of p and q). There are

now two possibilities:

Case 1. 5o is not an integer. We claim that, for any m, re, Jmn consists of

all H(s)CToDmn which satisfy 77(5o)=0. For, assume first there is an 77(5)

G/mn With 77(5o)t*0.

Let us set (see §2 of Part II) for | re| ^ | m\

\n\ | m|

(5. la) vUs) = IIO'-i)IItf-l + *)
y-i y-i

and define 7]mn(s) for | m | 3: | re | by

\m\ |n|

(5. ib) Vmn(s) = n u - *) n a -1 + *).
i-\ ]-l

By Theorem 4.1 of Part II we have r]mn(s)CToE'mn, so we may write

(5.2) Vmn(s)   =   Toimn

where tmnCE'mn. Then we know that ■npm(s)H(s)r)nq(s)CJvq because J is a

closed two-sided ideal in D, hence also a closed two-sided module over E'

(because D is dense in E', and because of the continuity of convolution), and

VpmCT0Epm, r)nqCToEpm. But,r)pm(so) 9*0,rinq(so) 9£0,sothatnpm(so)H(so)r]nq(so)

?^0. This contradicts the fact that all functions of Jpq vanish at sa. We con-
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elude that every 77(5) G7mn must vanish at 50. But, the set of functions of

ToDmn which vanish at 5o is a maximum left module over ToDmm. Thus,

Jmn consists of all functions of ToDmn which vanish at so.

We have shown that if there is a maximal two-sided ideal 7 in D corre-

sponding to the point 50^0, +1, ±2, • • • then 3 must consist of all

%is)EToD such that Fmn(so) =0 for all m, re. It is clear that 3 is actually a

two-sided proper closed ideal, and the above argument shows that 3 is

maximal.

Case 2. 50 is an integer. Let us assume first that So= —I is a negative inte-

ger or zero. Then we examine the following diagram which represents the

way the algebra ToD breaks up at 5o:

N axis

I
I

I I   II III

_(-*, - 0 ' (*, - 0_
I

VIII IX IV

-M axis
1
I
I

(-/, 0 i (U)
VII VI v

i
i
i

It follows from Theorem 2.1 of Part II that for (tre, re) in III, IV, VII, or

VIII, we have (TBDmn)(s„)=0.

We must now consider the nine possible places where (p, q) may lie:

Place I. Here Jpq consists of all F(s)EToDpq which satisfy P(5o) =0. We

claim that, for any other (m, re) in 7, Jmn consists of all functions 77(5) G T0Dm„

with 77(50) =0. For, assume first that there is an H(s)EImn satisfying 77(50)

7*0. Then, as in Case 1 above, we have ■npm(s)H(s)r\nq(s)ELPq- But, 7ipm(50)

^0, 77„9(5o)^0, which implies ■npm(so)H(so)r)mq(so) 9^0, which is a contradic-

tion. Thus, every H(s)EJmn must vanish at so and, as in Case 1, Jmn con-

sists of all H(s)ET0Dmn which vanish at 50. Again as in Case 1, we find that

the ideal 71 consisting of all hED with Hmn(s0) =0 for m, nEI is a maximal

two sided proper closed ideal.

Place V. By the same reasoning we obtain the ideal 72 consisting of all

hED for which Hmn(so) =0 if m, wGPlace IX.
Place IX. By the same reasoning as above, we obtain the maximal ideal

Jz(m, re) in IX, consisting of all hED for which Hmn(s0) =0 if remGIX.

Place II. We deduce as above that for any m, nEI, every H(s)ET0Dmn
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must vanish at 5o- Thus, 7C71 and so is not maximal.

Place III. Here Jpq consists of all HET0Dpq with 77'(50) =0. As above,

we find that for any mnEPlace I every PG7mB must vanish at s0. Thus,

JEJ1 and thus is not maximal.

Place IV. Here again, JPQ consists of all HET0Dpq with 77'(50)=0. We

find that IEI3 and so is not maximal.

Place VI. Similar to Place II.

Place VII. Similar to Place III.

Place VIII. Similar to Place IV.

Putting all our results together, we see that, if 7 is a maximal ideal cor-

responding to the point 50= —/, then J=J1 or 72 or 73.

On the other hand, if 50 = / + l is a positive integer, then (P07>m»)(5o) =0

in the places II, III, VI, and VII. We find as before, three maximal ideals:

71 = set of all %(s)EXoD such that Pm„(/ + 1) =0 for (m, re) in Place I, 72 = set

of all %is)EX0D for which Pm„(/ + 1) =0 for im, re) in Place V and 73 = set of

i$is)EXoD with Fmnil + 1) =0 for m, re in place IX. In virtue of the functional

equation for $$(5), I1 = J\ 72 = 72, and 73 = 73.

Summing up our results, we have:

Theorem 5.1. Every complex number so which is not a rational integer de-

termines one proper closed two-sided maximal ideal of D, namely, the set JSo of

all fED for which Tof=$is)EXoD satisfies Fm„iso) =0 for all m and re. Every

integer 5o = 0, +1, ±2, • • ■ determines three proper closed two-sided maximal

ideals: (1). The set 7j0 of all %is)EXoD such that Fmnis0)=0 for im, re) in

Place I. (2) The set J20 of all rj(5)G£o7> for which Fmniso) =0 for im, re) in

Place V. (3) The set 7S30 of all i$is)EXoD for which Pm„(5o)=0 for m, re in

Place IX iwhere So = — I if so is a negative integer or zero, or so =1 + 1 if So is a

positive integer). We have 7,0 = 7i_So if s0 is not an integer, and 7j0 =7i_So,

7j0 = 7i_,0 and 7f„ = 7f_So if so is an integer, and these are the only relations

among the maximal ideals described above. Moreover, the ideals /,„, 7'0, 7?0, and

7f0 are all the proper closed two-sided maximal ideals of D.

Using Theorem 5.1 and a well-known property of entire functions of ex-

ponential type we deduce

Corollary 5.1. Let {sr} be any sequence of complex numbers which are

not rational integers such that the number of sr with absolute value ^Q is not

0((?). Then Dr 7,, = 0. 7re particular, the intersection of all the maximal proper

closed two-sided ideals of D consists of 0 only.

Now, let 7 be a closed two-sided ideal of D; we have shown above that

for each m, re, Pmn7 = 7m„C7. Let 50 be any complex number which is not an

integer and suppose that ToIpq has a zero of order r at So. From the relations

emp*IPq*eqnEJmn and epm*Imn*enqEJPq (where e,-y is defined in (5.2) above)

and the fact that (PottyX-So)^ (see 5.1 above) we deduce that ToJmn has a

zero of order r at 5o for any m, re.
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By similar reasoning we deduce that if 5o is an integer and ToJpq has a

zero of order r as 5o, where p, q lies in Place I, IV, or IX (see the proof of

Theorem 5.1 above) then for any m, re which is in the same Place as p, q,

then ToJmn has a zero of order r at So-

il so is an integer and (p, q), (m, re) are any pairs of integers, then the above

reasoning shows that the order of zero of T0Jpq at 5o can differ from the order

of zero of ToJmn at 5o by at most 2, because the functions r)mn(s) are poly-

nomials with simple zeros.

This leads us to the following

Definition 5.1. Let J he a two-sided closed ideal in D. Then the spectrum

of J consists of

(a) The pairs (50, r) where 5o is a complex number, not a rational integer

and for any p, q T0Jpq has a zero of order r^O at 5o.

(b) The pairs (50, r1), (so, r2) and (s0, r3) where 5o is an integer and ToJpq

has a zero of order r1 at 5o for (p, q) in Place I, ToJpq has a zero of order r2

for (p, q) in Place IV, and T0Jpq has a zero of order r3 for (p, q) in Place IX.

(If a function is not zero at 5o, we say the function has a zero of order— =o

at 5o; thus it is possible that some of the r1' are — oo.)

(c) The pairs (5o, rpq) where 5o is an integer, pq does not belong to any of

the Places I, IV, or IX, and ToJpq has a zero of order rpq at 50.

Theorem 5.2. Every closed two-sided ideal in D is determined by its spec-

trum.

Proof. Let 7 be a closed two-sided ideal in D; then we know by Lemma 5.3

that PmnJQJ lor all m and re. It follows from Lemma 2.4 of Part II that J is

determined by the PmnJ lor all m, re. By Theorem 5.2, each PmnJ is deter-

mined by its spectrum; our above remarks show that the spectrum of PmnJ

is determined by the spectrum of 7. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.

Remark. Because of Lemma 5.1 the results of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 apply

to E' in place of D.

6. The spectrum of a two-sided mean-periodic function. In §6 of Part II

we studied the two-sided closed submodules of E and two-sided mean-

periodic functions. We shall now obtain further properties of them and show

in particular that every two-sided mean-periodic function has a spectrum.

Lemma 6.1. Let M be a closed two-sided submodule of E. Let M1L denote the

set of all wCE' such that w*M = M*w=(0). Then (Mmn)x = (ilfJ"L)mn, where

(Mmn)L is defined to be the set of those vCE'mn which satisfy v(Mmn) = (0).

Proof. Let wGJIf11 and put wmn = PmnW. Then we have w*f=f*w = 0 for

any fCM. Since Af is a closed two-sided G-submodule of E (hence also a

module over E') we know that PmnM =MmnQM. Hence w*f = 0 for any

fCMmn, hence w(f) =0. Butw(f) =wmn(f). This proves that (M±J-)mnQ(Mmn)A-.

Conversely, let vC(Mmn)-L, i.e. vCE'mn and v(f)=0 lor all /GMmn. Then v(f)

= 0 lor all f'CM, because vCE'mn implies v(Epq)=0 lor (p, q)-t(m, re) and
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Mmn^M. But Af is a two-sided G-module, hence viLgf) =zi(PKf) =0 for all

gEG and fEM. It follows that v*f=f*v = 0 for any j'EM.
In exactly the same way one proves

Lemma 6.2. Let J be a closed two-sided ideal of E'. Let 7XX denote the set of

all fEM which satisfy /*7 = 7*/= (0). Then (71-L)mn = (7m„)-L, where (7m„)x is

defined to be the set of all those fEEmn which satisfy w(/) =0 for all wEJ-mn-

Lemma 6.3. iM1±)±1 = Mand (7XX)XX = 7.

Proof. Clearly MQiM11)xx. Now assume /sG(Mxx)xx, but h$M. By the

Hahn-Banach theorem there exists an element wEE' such that wih) =1 and

w(M) = (0). Then w*M=M*w = iO), thus wEMLL. But w*h^0, which con-

tradicts &G(MXX)XX. This proves the lemma for any closed two-sided G-mod-

ule M of E. Similarly one proves (7XJ-)XX = 7.

Lemma 6.4. Let V be a closed submodule of Emn isay a left-module over E'mm,

see §5 of Part II) and VL the set of elements wEE'mn such that a/(F) = (0). Let

M be the closed two-sided G-module generated by V in E and I the closed two-

sided ideal generated by Vx in E'. Then the spectra of J and Mxx (<Z5 defined in

§5 above) are equal except when 5r = 0, ±1, +2, • • • in which case the orders

of zeros of J at sr may be two larger than those of ML.

Proof. Denoting again by w^(g, sr) the jth derivative of wm»(g, s) with

respect to 5 at sr (for fixed g) we know by Theorem 5.2 of §5 of Part II that

F is the smallest closed submodule of Emn (over E'mm say) which contains all

those u„„ig, sr) which are contained in V (and not identically zero in g).

Now for any g, a EG

E Umlig, S)uin(a, S)   =  Umniga, s)
I

where the series on the left converges for fixed m, re in the topology of E uni-

formly in 5 for 5 in any compact subset of the 5-plane. This follows from

Lemma 1.2 of Part II and an argument as that in the proof of Lemma 3.1

of §3 of Part II by applying the group invariant Laplacian A and (left- and

right-) derivatives in the direction of K to the above equation. It follows

that we can differentiate termwise with respect to 5 since each term in the

above series E« is entire in s. So we obtain

(6.1) Umniga,s) = E(   . )   E  u„liig,s)uin  ' (a, s)
,-_o \ i / t—w

with the series converging in the topology of -E uniformly in s for 5 in a

compact set. It now follows that re^(g, sr)E V implies ufaig, sr)EM ior any

i^j and all p, q, by applying the projections Pap to (6.1) and using induction.

Also the finite linear combinations E»>.j>.« c«>p«mm(£> sr) are dense in M

where cirpq are arbitrary complex numbers, as follows from (6.1) and the

definition of M.
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Now we apply Ppq and we see that Mpq = PpqM is the closure of the finite

linear combination /,!.., CiruPt(g, si) for fixed p, q where 5r varies again exactly

over those complex numbers for which wmn(g, sr)CV and O^i^j (and for

which uf}n(g, si) is not identically zero in g).

In order to complete the proof of Lemma 6.4, it is sufficient to show (by

Lemma 6.1) that for any p and q, T0Jpq consists exactly of those functions in

ToE'P1 which vanish at sr to the order jr, except for some possible exceptions

if 5r is an integer (see Theorem 5.2 above). This follows immediately from the

fact that, for any p and q,

(6.2) TVpg   =   r]pm(s)(ToJmn)rinq(s).

Equation (6.2) can be proved as follows: 7 is, by definition, the closure in

E' of the set of linear combinations of W*V±*W' lor W, W'CE'. Applying

Pmn which is a continuous projection of E' onto E'mn by Lemma 4.5 of Part

II, we see that Jmn is the closure of the set of linear combinations of Z*V1*Z'

lor ZCE'j,m, Z'CE'm. Equation (6.2) now results from the above and the

fact that, for any II(s)CToE'vm, we can write H(s) =npm(s)F(s) where F(s)

= P(l —5), with a similar expression for the functions in ToE'„t.

Theorem 6.1. Suppose that for each m and re we are given a closed sub-

module Vm„ of Emn with the property that the closed two-sided G-module M in E

generated by all Vmn is different from E. For each m, n, denote by F^n the set

of all wCE'rm with W(Vmf)=0; call mnJ the closed ideal in E' generated by

V^n and set 7 = Um„ J. Then MX±^.J. Moreover, the spectrum of M±x is the

same as that of J except that, if sr is an integer, some of the orders of variety of J

may be two greater than the corresponding orders of MLL.

Proof. For each m, n call mnM the closed two-sided G-module generated

by Vmn. Then the theorem follows from the above Lemma 6.4 expressing the

relationship between (m»tf)iJ- and m„J, and the fact that 717 is the closure of

the set of linear combinations of the mnM so that MLL is the intersection of

the (mnM)xx.

Definition. Let fCE he two-sided mean-periodic. Consider the two-

sided module Mf = M generated by / in E (over G). Yet I=MLL. We call

the spectrum of 7 (as defined in §5 above) the spectrum of/.

Now consider fmn = Pmnf. By §5 and §6 of Part II fmn is mean-periodic in

Emn and the spectrum of fmn is defined as the spectrum of Vm„ (in the sense of

§5 of Part II) where Vmn is the (left-) module (over E'mm) generated by/m»

in Emn. From Theorem 6.1 we obtain

Theorem 6.2. Let f be two-sided mean-periodic and fmn = Pmnf- If s is any

complex number ^0, ±1, +2, • • • then s is in the spectrum of f if and only

if 5 is in the spectrum of fmnfor at least one pair m, re. The order of the spectrum

of f at 5 equals maxB,» of the order of the spectrum of fmn at s. If s is a rational

integer, then the orders of the spectrum of f at s are equal to one or two less
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than the maxB,» of the order of the spectrum of fmn at s. In particular the set of

complex numbers Sj which occurs in the mean-periodic expansion of f (o/ §60/

Part II) is discrete and except possibly at 5=0, +1, +2, • • • it coincides with

the set of complex numbers occurring in the spectrum of f defined just above.

7. Ideals of L\G). In §4 and §5 of Part I we studied the ideals of the

closed commutative subalgebra L0\0 = PooL1iG) of LyiG). (In Part I we wrote

4i instead of Pj0-) We shall now obtain more properties of the ideals of 7j„

and consider at the same time properties of the ideals of PmmL1iG) =Llmm and

of LHG).

Lemma 7.1, The function umn (g, 5) of g is bounded only in the following

cases:

(i) 0^P5^1 and any fixed m, re.

(ii) If m>0 and re>0 for 5 = 1, • • • , 1+min im, re) or 5=0, • • • ,

— min im, re).

(iii) If m <0 and re <0 for 5 = 1, • • • , 1—max im, re) or 5 = 0, ■ ■ ■ ,

max im, re).

(iv) Those values of m, re, 5 for which umnig, s) =0 for all gEG isee (2.15)

and (2.15a) of §2 of Part II). If m = n the case (iv) does not occur.

Also u^tig, 0) =duonig, s)/ds\ s=o is a bounded function of g.

Proof. The assertion about remn(g, s) is a special case of Theorem 4.1 of

§4 above with p = l. It remains to prove the assertion about M^(g, 0)

= dwo„(g, 5)/d5|s=0. We use again

/-1  dgd"-?— e~2^de,
0      dd

U^S)=lo\t]l°^e-^^

Hence

(i) Cx        dgd
ulnig, 0) =        log -J- e-*'*«»de.

Jo do

Now put g = g£ and use that

-^- =   I cosh £ + e2*i9 sinh 11~2 = (cosh £T2 • | 1 + e2"" tanh £ l~2
dd

so that

dg$ 1 ,
log ~^- = - 2 log cosh £ - 2 log I 1 + e2"6 tanh £ | .

dB
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Thus for re 5^0 we obtain

W,        ~^ ~    I      (, I   .     .       2Tt* .        I   )   — 2Tt'n» .

«on (ft, 0) = — 2 I    {log 1 1 + e      tanh £| }e        <f0.
J o

Now log | l+e2T* tanh £| is bounded for £^2 and all ff. Hence u^(g(, 0)

is a bounded function of £ for £^2 for re5^0. On the other hand u^(g, s)

is a continuous function of g since Mro„(g, 5) is a real analytic function si-

multaneously in g and 5. This proves that Mo2(gf> 0) is a bounded function of

£ for £s^0. On the other hand u$(g, 5) is a spherical function of type 0, re,

so that «on(g. 0) is bounded on G for re 5^0.

Lemma 7.2. All closed maximal ideals of the commutative normed algebra

Lmm are given as follows.

(a) For every complex number s0 with 0 ^ i?50 ̂  1 the set of all f(g) £IL for

which ff(g)Umm(g, so)dg = 0 is a proper maximal closed ideal of Lxmm.

(b+) For m>0 there is one maximal ideal of L\nm for each so = 2, ■ ■ ■ ,m + l

consisting of those f(g)CL1mm for which ff(g)vf,m(g, s0)dg = 0.

(b_) For m <0 there is one maximal ideal of Lmm for each so = 2, • • ■ ,1—m

consisting of those f(g) CLlmm for which ff(g)v~m(g, sf)dg = 0.

Any two of these maximal ideals of Lmm are unequal except in the case (a)

where the ideals corresponding to So and 1—so are equal.

Proof. Let 7 be a (closed proper) maximal ideal of L\„m. Then Llmm/J is

naturally isomorphic with the field of complex numbers; so we get a continu-

ous homomorphism of Lmm onto the complex numbers with J as kernel. Con-

sider the restriction of this homomorphism of 7>mm; this cannot be identically

zero because Dmm is dense in LL.m. By the Corollary to Theorem 5.1 of Part II

every continuous homomorphism of Dmm to the complex numbers is of the

form f—J>ff(g)umm(g, So)dg = Fmm(so) for some 5o. By Lemma 7.1 this can be

extended to a continuous homomorphism of L\nm only 0^7?5o^l or 5o and m

in the cases (ii) or (iii) of Lemma 7.1. This proves that every continuous

homomorphism of Lmm to the complex numbers is of the form

f—J>ff(g)umm(g, So)dg for 0^i?5o^l or 5o and m in the cases (ii) or (iii) of

Lemma 7.1 above. Now by formulas (1.7)—(1.10) of Part II Vmm(g,so) =umm(g, I)

lor m>0 and v~m(g, I) =umm(g, I) for m<0. Using the natural 1-1 correspond-

ence between closed maximal ideals and continuous homomorphisms to the

complex numbers, we see that every closed maximal ideal of 7,L,m is of the form

(a) or (b±).

The assertion about the inequality of these ideals follows for example by

taking the intersection DmmC^L^m and applying §2 (Theorem 2.1) of Part II.

We next have

Lemma 7.3. Let s=a+it be any complex number. The linear operator

U(g, 5) maps the Lebesgue-space Lv (O^0^1; dd) isometrically onto itself if

and only if a = 1/p.
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Proof. By definition of Uig, s) we have [U(g, s)a](d) = [dg6/d9]'a(gd)

= 6(0) say. Thus

isequal to/jj|a(0)|*d0foralla(0)eZ> (O^0gl; it?) if and only if crp — 1 =0.

This proves the isometry; the fact that Uig, s) is onto, follows if one notes

that for a = l/p the operator Uig-1, s) is everywhere defined onl" (0 ^0^ 1;

dd) and the inverse of Uig, s).

From this we deduce

Lemma 7.4. Let fig) EL1iG) and 0 ̂ a^l. Then //(g) Uig, s)dg is a bounded

operator of the Banach space Lp (0^6^1;d6) for p = l/a, with bound

£f\f(g)\dg.
Proof. Since O^cr^l, l^Zp^ &>, so Lp is a Banach space. Hence we may

apply the standard theory of operator-valued integrals on Banach spaces and

conclude that Lemma 7.4 is correct.

Next

Lemma 7.5. Let s be any complex number in the strip 0 ^a^ 1. Let 7, be the

set of those elements f(g)ELx(G) for which ffig)Uig, s)dg — 0 in the sense of

operator-valued integrals on Lp (0 ^ 0 ̂  1; dd); p = a-1. Then 7, is a closed two-

sided proper ideal of L1(G).

Proof. The fact that 7, is a closed two-sided ideal of LX(G) follows from

Lemma 7.4 since the mapping f-^Jf(g) Uig, s)dg is easily seen to be a homo-

morphism of L1iG) into the algebra of bounded operators of the Banach space

Lp (O^0^1; dd) (using the representation property of Uig, s)). The con-

tinuity of this homomorphism follows from Lemma 7.4, namely from that

assertion that the bound of Jf(g) U(g, s)dg is ^f\f(g) \ dg.
To prove that 7, is proper we use Theorems 4 or 8 of Part I and conclude

that there exists an /(g)GPoo such that Poo(5)^0 for this value of s (with

O^Rs^l). It follows that ff(g)U(g, s)'dg^0 tor this 5. This proves that

J,t^L1(G). Again, by Theorems 4 or 8 of Part I, we can find an h(g)EL\a

such that fh(g)u0o(g, s)dg = Hoo(s) vanishes at a given value of 5 (in the strip

0^P5^1). It follows that Jh(g)U(g, s)dg = 0 for such h(g). Hence 7.^(0).
This proves Lemma 7.5.

Remark. For each fixed 5 the ideal 7, is identical with the set of /(g)

EL1iG) for which Jf(g)umn(g, s)dg = 0 for all ire, re and this s, as is easily seen.

Lemma 7.6. Let J be a closed two-sided ideal of Ly(G). Then PmnJQJ. Hence
P     T= Tf\Ti

Proof. Let fEJ. We have (Pmnf)(g)=JlJof(hgk^e-2"^+n^ded§. It is
well known that 7 is closed under right- and left-translates by elements of G.
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Moreover the double integral converges in the topology of L1(G). This implies

Lemma 7.6.

Lemma 7.7. Let so be any complex number in the strip O^Rs^l. If 50^0

or 1, then 7S„ is maximal in the set of proper closed two-sided ideals of L1(G).

Proof. Suppose h(g)CLx(G) but h(g)CJs„- Let 7 be the closed two-sided

ideal generated by h and 7So. By the remark following Lemma 7.5 Hmn(so)

= Jh(g)Umn(g, So)dg9^0 for some m, re. By Lemma 7.6 (Pmnh)(g) = hmn(g)CI-

By Theorem 2.1 of §2 of Part II there exists a function a(g)CDnm such that

Anm(so) =ja(g)Unm(g, So)dg9*0. Now consider the convolution (hmn*a)(g)

= b(g). Clearly b(g)CI and Pmmb = b, so that b(g)CPmmI. Also Bmm(s0)

= Jb(g)umm(g, so)dg= Hmn(so)Anm(so) 9*0. On the other hand PmmJ*0QI (since

JsqQI)- But PmmJS0 is a closed maximal ideal of L\nm, by Lemma 7.2. Thus

PmmI = L1mm for this value of m because b(g) CPmml and b(g) G7Jmm7So. Hence

Pmm = Pmm(ir\D) = (PmmI)r\D9±Pmm(Dr\Jsi). Therefore DCM^DCM. But

by §5 above JS0C\D is maximal (in the set of closed proper two-sided ideals of

77). Therefore IC\D=D, hence I = L1(G). This proves the maximality of /,„.

Now let 7 = 1, 2, • • •  and Jt the set of all /(g) GT^G) for which

(7.1) I   f(g)vmn(g, l)dg = 0 for all m, n > I
J a

and 7,"  the set of those /(g) CL\G)

(7.2) f f(g)v~n(g, l)dg = 0 for all m, re < - I.

By 7? we denote the set of all /(g) CLX(G) with ff(g)dg = 0.

Lemma 7.8. P\, Jt, and Jf are maximal in the set of closed proper two-

sided ideals of LX(G).

The proof of Lemma 7.8 is similar to the proof of Lemma 7.7.

Lemma 7.9. Let J be maximal in the set of proper closed two-sided ideals of

L1(G). Then PmnJ = L1m„ or Pm,J is maximal in the set of proper closed sub-

modules of L\„n which are left-modules over Llmm and right-modules over Lnn.

Proof. By Lemma 7.6 PmnJ^J- Clearly PmnJ is a closed subset of LX(G).

Assume Pn,J9*L1v for one pair p., v. Then let h(g) CL\V but hCP^J- Consider

the closed two-sided ideal J generated by the PmnJ for all pairs m, re of

integers and the function h(g). Then I'D J. Now Pli,h = hC.P^J, hence

hCJ, so 7^7. Therefore J = L1(G), hence of course PmnJ = Lmn for all m, re.

Now consider P^J. It is the closure of the set of all linear combinations

of convolutions a*b*c where aCL\m, bCPmnJ, cCLnv as m, re vary arbitrarily

and a*h*P where aCL1^ and /3G7-J„. This follows easily from the fact that
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7A= E™.™ An,» and the properties of convolutions of functions of type m, re.

Now PmnJEJ by Lemma 7.6, so that a*b*cEPnvJ tor any aEL'm, bEPmnJ,

and cEL'w. Thus, PUVJ is the closed two-sided module (left module over L£„,

right module over L'vf) generated by P„,7 and h. In particular, if n = v, then

Pw7 is the closed ideal in L'^ generated by P«.7 and h. Thus, P„„7 is maximal.

Lemma 7.10. Let J be any closed proper two-sided ideal of L1(G). Then

PmmJ^Lmmfor at least one m.

Proof. Suppose Pmm7 = 7,L.m for every m=0, ±1, +2, • ■ • . Then IC\D

37>mm for every m. Now by the description of the closed two-sided ideals of

D obtained in §5 above, it follows that PQ.D. But since D is clearly dense in

L1, we conclude that I = L1.

From the last two lemmas we deduce at once

Lemma 7.11. Let J be maximal in the set of proper closed two-sided ideals of

L1(G). Then PmmI is maximal in the set of proper closed ideals of L\nm for at

least one m.

Lemma 7.12. Let I be again maximal in the set of proper closed two-sided

ideals of L1(G) and assume that for some m, PmmI is of the form given in Lemma

7.2 (i.e. PmmJ is closed and maximal in the set of all proper ideals). If PmmJ is

in the case (a) of Lemma 7.2 and if So^O, 1 then J is of the form JH in the

sense of Lemma 7.5 above.

Proof. We claim that, for any u, v we have P„,7 consists of all fEL'^

such that Jf(g)ullv(g, so)dg = 0, i.e. PlirJ = PurJ,0. First, PM,7CP^0- For, if

some function fEPuvJ has the property that ff(g)u„v(g, s0)dg9£0 then we

pick functions hEDmu, h'EDvm with Jh(g)umfl(g, sQ)dg 9^0 and Jh'(g)uvm(g, s0)dg

9^0 (these exist by Theorem 2.1 of Part II); the function h*f*h' then belongs

to  Prom7 but f(h*f*h')(g)umm(g,  So)dg9^0.  This  contradicts  the  fact  that

Thus 7C7s0- Since both J and 7„0 are maximal in the set of closed two-

sided ideals (see Lemma 7.7), we must have 7=7„0.

By similar reasoning we can prove that if Pmm is any of the cases of

Lemma 7.2 then J must be one of the maximal proper closed two-sided ideals

of L1 described in Lemmas 7.7 and 7.8.

Summarizing the above results we obtain: t.

Theorem 7.1. Let I be maximal^) in the set of all proper closed two-sided

ideals of L1=L1(G). Then either J is the ideal Js of Lemma 7.5 with s^O or 1,

or J=I°i, 7i+ or 7f as defined by (7.1) and (7.2) above.

Lemma 7.13. The analogue of Wiener's theorem is not true for the commuta-

tive normed algebra Ll0: there exists an /GPoo which lies in no maximal closed

ideal of L\0, but the closed ideal generated by f in Pj0 is not the whole of 7j0-

(*) We call such an ideal maximal closed.
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Proof. Consider the function

(z+1      z - 1\
(7.3) (z - l)2(z + l)2 exp   -7 + -—r).

\Z -  1 2+1/

It is holomorphic for \z\ <1 and continuous in \z\ ^1. Now map the disc

|z| <1 conformally onto the strip 0<i?5<l by

1 - exp iri(s - 1/2) 1        1 1 + iz
(7.4) z = i-j        5-= — log-■

1 + exp vi(s — 1/2) 2       iri        1 — iz

Yet H(s) he the image of (7.3) under the mapping (7.4) and put Pi(5)

= exp [(5-l/2)2]77(5), F(s)=Fx(sY-. Then F(s) CXoSl0 and Pi(s) CXoSl0. By
a result of Beurling [l, Theorem l] one cannot approximate 77(5) uniformly

in the strip 0^i?5^1 by functions X(s)F(s) where X(s) can vary over all

functions which are holomorphic in 0<i?5<l, continuous in O^Rs^l and

vanish + i oo. Moreover by Theorem 7 of Part I (see Ehrenpreis and Mautner

[l]) one cannot approximate Pi(5) uniformly by functions X(s)F(s) with

X(s) as above. Since the topology of XoL^ is stronger than uniform con-

vergence, it follows that if we putf=Xo~1F(s), then the closed ideal generated

by / in 7j0 is not the whole of L^. Moreover F(s) 9*0 lor any 5 in the strip

0 :£ Rs g 1, hence by Lemma 7.2 / does not belong to any maximal closed ideal

of Ll00.

Theorem 7.2. There exists a function h(g)CL1=L1(G) which belongs to no

maximal closed two-sided ideal of L1, but the closed two-sided ideal generated by

h(g) in L1 is not the whole of L1. Thus the analogue of Wiener's theorem does not

hold here.

Proof. Let B he the matrix all of whose coefficients are zero except the

(0, 0), (1, 1) and ( — 1, —1) coefficient which are 1. Let cimn be sufficiently

decreasing positive constants and form

00

Kg)   =   £o    [F(S)]   +SZ   Clmn[Vmn(g, I)   +  Vmn(g, I)].
1=1  m,n

By Theorem 3.1 X0~1[F(s)B]CL1, also v±n(g, i)G7A lor all m, re if I

= 1, 2, 3, • ■ • by Bargmann [l]. Hence for sufficiently decreasing cimn,

X*.™.»ctanKn(g- l)+Vm„(g, 7)]G7A. Therefore h(g)CL\
By Theorem 7.1 h(g) belongs to no maximal closed two-sided ideal of L1.

Let 7 be the closed two-sided ideal generated by h in Ll. Then from the above

construction of h(g) we see that Poo7 is the closed ideal generated in 7j0 by

the function/(g) of the proof of Lemma 7.13; hence P0o7^7j0, therefore J

cannot be equal to L1.

8. Functions on G/Y. We now wish to study the analysis of functions on

the coset space G/Y where T is a given closed subgroup of G. In this section
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we restrict ourselves to the case where G/T is compact. In addition to the

case of the subgroup of triangular matrices we have a large class ofjdiscrete

subgroups of G for which G/T is compact. These are the fundamental groups

(with possibly fixed points) of the compact Riemann-surfaces. This is the

class of subgroups with which we shall be concerned in the present section.

Thus we assume throughout this section that T is an arbitrary discrete subgroup

of G such that the coset space G/Y is compact.

Lemma 8.1. There exists an invariant measure in G/T, namely the Haar-

measure on G restricted to a fundamental domain for T in G.

Proof. Since T is discrete, it is unimodular, since G is semisimple it is also

unimodular, hence there exists an invariant measure on G/T. The existence

of a fundamental domain was proved under very much more general condi-

tions by C. L. Siegel [l].

We shall need a certain Riemann metric and the corresponding Laplace-

Beltrami Operator on the compact (3-dimensional real analytic) manifold

G/T. For this purpose we remind the reader that the unique two-sided

invariant indefinite Riemann-metric on G is obtained as follows.

The Lie algebra of G is naturally isomorphic to the Lie algebra of all real

2X2 matrices X of trace 0. The nondegenerate quadratic form trace (X2) is

invariant under the adjoint group, hence defines (by translation) a two-sided

invariant nondegenerate Riemann metric on G. Since G is a noncompact sim-

ple Lie group, this Riemann metric is not definite. This can also be seen

directly by putting

x-(-i o>    Mo-,)-    X"C   o)

and X= Eo XjXj. Then trace (A2) = 2(-x20+x2+x22).

For any element a in the Lie algebra and any differentiable function f(g)

we put again

(Laf)(g) = lim rl\f(e"g) -f(g)]

and

(Raf)(g) = Km n\f(ge") - f(g)].
<->o

Letting a,- correspond to A,-, the Laplace-Beltrami operator corresponding to

the fundamental bilinear form (or invariant Riemann metric) 2_1 trace (A2)
_ 2   i     2   I      2 •
—      %T^1T';2 is

(8.1) A = - P!0 + L\ + L\ = - Rl0 + F.lt + Rl2.
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This is (up to a consant multiple) the same as the Laplace-Beltrami operator

A on G which we used in Parts I and II. We note that A is not elliptic, but

that A + 2L^ and A + 27?^ are elliptic operators, in fact they are the Laplace-

Beltrami operators corresponding to the one-sided invariant Riemann metrics

on G which are obtained from Xq+Xj+x2. by one-sided translations on G.

However, whereas A commutes with both left- and right-translations on G,

A+ 27,^ (respectively A + 2R%fj commutes with right-translations (respec-

tively left-translations).

Now we go over to the compact manifold G/Y. We identify the functions

on G/Y with functions/(g) on G satisfying/(gy) =/(g) for gCG and yGr.

The right invariant Riemann-metric on G obtained from Xo+Xj+Xsi defines a

positive definite nondegenerate Riemann metric on G/Y and the correspond-

ing Laplacian is

(8.2) Ai = A + 2Lao applied to functions/(g) = f(gy).

Let L2(G/Y) be the Hilbert space of equivalence classes of complex valued

square integrable functions on G/Y relative to the invariant measure on

G/Y. Applying well known results to the elliptic operator Ai, we see that there

exists a set of real-analytic eigenfunctions \p of Ai which is complete and

orthonormal in L2(G/Y). If Ai^ = \\p, then A! [L(k)d>] = L(k)Ax\{/ = \L(k)di where

L(k) denotes as usual left-translation by the element k of K. This is true be-

cause Ai7,O0 = ZO0A1, whence AxL(k) =L(k)Ax since a0 is an element of the Lie

algebra corresponding to the one-parameter subgroup K of rotations in G.

Hence

/, 2t /i2r
ei»llL(ke)+d6/2T = A I     ei"9L(ke)H0/2T.

0 Jo

Therefore for fixed A,- we can introduce in the space of eigenfunctions of Ai

a basis which is reduced under K, say \pj,x, \pjl2, • • ■ , ^j,dj- Then

(8.3) Afj.r =  Ailfc,, + 2Laofj,r =   [Xy + 2(*«)V/.r = tyj.r

where

\j = Xy + 2(in)2 = Xy - 2w2.

Thus d'j.r is also an eigenfunction of A. Thus we obtain a complete orthonor-

mal set of eigenfunctions in 72(G/r) also for the operator A. But since A

commutes with left-translation L(g) for every gCG we obtain a discrete

decomposition of L2(G/Y) into irreducible invariant subspaces 77,- under the

unitary representation g—>L(g) of G:

(8.4) L2(G/Y) = XI © Bt.

Lemma 8.2.  Under the unitary representation g-">L(g) of G, the Hilbert-
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space 72(G/r) decomposes into a discrete direct sum (8.4) of irreducible invariant

subspaces Hj. In the space Hj there exists a complete orthonormal set of real

analytic functions \pj,n such that

A^y,» = Xy^y,„,

(8.5) Pa„^y.n = ire^y.n,

Ai*/,„ = (Xy + 2re2Wy,n.

Here either w = 0, +1, ±2, +3, • • • or re= —I, —(l + l), ■ ■ ■ or n = l, l+l,

1+2,

We have already proved all assertions of Lemma 8.2 except those about

the range of re and that the eigenvalue of i/'y,™ under L0o is exactly in. But

these facts follow from the results of Bargmann [l, §5, especially p. 609] not-

ing that T7y is an irreducible unitary representation space of G.

Since G/T is a compact real analytic manifold and Ax the Laplace-Beltrami

operator with respect to a positive definite (real-analytic) Riemann metric

on G/T, we have the following well known result: There exists for a suitable

complex number c a power r of (Ai+c7)-1 which is an integral operator, i.e.

[(Ai + cl)-*(b](x) =  f    K(x, y)<p(y)dy
J GIT

for any c/>Gp2(G/r) and 3C(x, y) is such that/o/r| 3C(x, y) 12dy exists, is contin-

uous in x and hence is ^ constant independent of xEG/T.

Applying this to our above eigen-functions \pj,n we obtain

[(Ax + c7)-^y,B](x) = [2re2 + Xy + c]-y,;n(x) =  f    X(x, y)fj,niy)dy.
J <j/r

Applying Schwarz's inequality, we get

| *,..(*) [  ^  I 2«* + Xy + c\'( j | X(x, y) \2dy^ w||^..||

= 0([2re2 + Xy]r) uniformly in x E G/T as | re | —>°o and | Xy | —» oo.

This proves

Lemma 8.3. Let ^y,»(x) be the complete orthonormal set of eigen-functions in

LiiG/T) of the operator Ax introduced above. There exists a real number r such

that as 2re2+Xy—>=o

&.»(*) = 0([2»* + Xy]')

uniformly in xEG/T.

Remark. The smallest possible value of r is not known. In this section it

is sufficient to know that r exists and is finite.
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The 0y,n(g) can clearly be multiplied by arbitrary constants of absolute

value one. After multiplying the i//y,„ by suitable such constants we have

Theorem 8.1. The following infinite series converge uniformly in g for g

in any compact subset of G, and uniformly in x:

(8.6) fj,m(g%)   =   X) Unm(g, Sj)f j,n(x) .
n

Here Sj is such that Xy = const. 5y(l —5,) and

Umn(g, Sj) if RSj =  1/2,

(8.7) Umn(g, Sj)   =  ■    Jom(s)dZn(s)Umn(g,  s)  if  1/2   <  5   =   Teal   <   1,

Vmn(g, h) if Sj is an integer ^ 1.

Here the Jjm(s) are a sequence of suitable normalizing functions which occur

in Bargmann's [l, pp. 618-619] construction of the exceptional series of

irreducible unitary representations of G, so that the djm(s) Ki1n(s)umn(g, s) are

for l/2<5 = real<l the normalized matrix coefficients of the irreducible

representations in the exceptional series of Bargmann [l, §8].

Proof. The space Hj is an irreducible unitary representation space of G,

the l/'y.n form a complete orthonormal sequence in 77y and are eigenvectors

under K. It follows from the results of Bargmann [l ] that the multiplicity

of each 7£-eigenspace is one-dimensional. Hence after multiplying each dijn

by a suitable constant of absolute value one, it follows that the matrix coeffi-

cients of the unitary representation of G in the space 77y with respect to the

\pj,n must be those explicitly computed by Bargmann [l], i.e. formula (8.7)

above.

To prove the uniform convegence of (8.6) we know by Lemma 8.3 that

I'/'y.nOxOl is f°r fixed/ smaller than a certain power of |re| uniformly in x.

Now by Lemma 1.2 of Part II unm(g, s) is, for fixed m and s, 0(|re|") for

every q, uniformly in g for g in any compact set. Similarly for v*m(g, 1) by

Lemma 1.3 of Part II. Moreover by expression (8.10) on p. 619 of Bargmann

[l ] we have | Jl> m(s) \ =1- Thus for fixed m and s we have unm(g, 5y) = 0( | re | q)

lor every q uniformly in g for g in any compact subset of G. Hence the infinite

series in (8.6) converges uniformly in g for g in any compact subset of G, and

uniformly in x.

To prove the equality in (8.6) we note that X^« unm(g, Sj)\pj,n(x)

converges for fixed g to ypj,m(gx) in the £2(G/r)-norm. But we have just seen

that the infinite series converges uniformly in x. This proves the equality and

completes the proof of Theorem 8.1.

We shall now consider the space D(G/Y) of all indefinitely differentiable

complex valued functions on the compact real analytic manifold G/Y. We

use on 77(G/r) the topology of L. Schwartz.

Theorem 8.2. LetfCD(G/Y) then
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(8.8) ay,„ =   f     fig)}j,nig)dg
J G/T

satisfies

(8.9) ay,„ = 0[(l+   |Xy|   +   I »|)-»]

for every p^O. Conversely given complex numbers a3-,n satisfying (8.9) then they

are the expansion coefficients of some/(g)GO(G/T) in the sense of (8.8). More-

over the series

(8.10) E^.»lrV.»(g)

converges to this function fig) in the topology of DiG/T).

On the linear space of double sequences czy,„ satisfying (8.9) we define a

topology by means of the semi-norms (one for every p = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ )

SUp (1 +   | Xy |   +   | « | )p| «y,„| .
j, n

Then the mapping (8.8) fig)—>aj,n is a topological isomorphism of DiG/T)

onto this topological vector space of double sequences ay,„.

Proof. From (8.5) and (8.8) we get for every p = 0, 1, 2, • • •

(Xy + in)paj,n =   j      (A - LaApfig)$jtHig)dg
J GIT

as A is self-adjoint and La„ skew-adjoint. Since /(g) is an indefinitely differ-

entiable function on the compact manifold G/T, (A+iao)p/(g) is a bounded

continuous function. Hence (Xy+iw)pay,» = 0(l) for every p=0, 1, 2, ■ • ■ .

This proves (8.9).

Now consider any series EaJ.»-^y.»(s) where the coefficients ay,„ satisfy

(8.9). By Lemma 8.3 ^y,„(g) =0([|Xy| +«2]r) for some r. Now the number of

eigenvalues :g N of the Laplace-Beltrami operator Ai acting on the compact

manifold G/T is majorized by a power of N (see Minakshisundaram and

Pleijel [l]). Hence the series A^E0;.»^7,» converges uniformly on G/T tor

every p^O. Now Ai is elliptic, hence its powers define the topology of DiG/T).

Thus Ea>'.»^'.™ converges in the topology of 7>(G/r). The series converges of

course also in the L2(G/r)-norm, hence dy,n are the Fourier-coefficients of

The fact that the mapping/(g) —»ay,» is a topological isomorphism follows

now easily by the same kind of argument (cf. the analogous proof for Fourier

series in L. Schwartz [4, vol. II]).

Corollary. There exists no group element g for which ^y.n(g) =0 for all j

and re.

Proof. If ipj.nigo) =0 for all/ and n then the series (8.10) would be 0 for
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g = go, thus every fCD (G/Y) would vanish at g = go, which is impossible.

By D'(G/Y) we denote the space of distributions on the compact mani-

fold G/Y in the sense of L. Schwartz, i.e. the dual space of D(G/Y) with the

strong topology for dual spaces.

In analogy to Theorem 8.2 we have

Theorem 8.3. Let WCD'(G/Y), then

(8-H) aj,n=W-4>j,n

satisfies

(8.12) aj,n = 0([1+ | Ay|  + \n\]p)

for some p. Conversely given complex numbers aiin satisfying (8.12), then the

series Xa;'.« ^0\* converges in the strong topology of D'(G/Y) and Oj,n are the

Fourier coefficients of the distribution Xay.*1/'y.>1 *'M ̂e sense °f (8.11).

The proof is an easy analogue of the proof of Theorem 8.2.

Now let Cj he the orthogonal projection of the Hilbert space Li(G/Y)

onto the closed subspace 77y. We denote the restriction of Cy to the space

D(G/Y) of indefinitely differentiable functions on G/Y again by Cy.

Lemma 8.4. Cy is a continuous open mapping of D(G/Y) in the topology of

D(G/Y).

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.2, because by

Theorem 8.2 we need only prove the corresponding statement for the space

of double sequences ay,„. But for this space the continuity of the projection

mapping follows immediately from the definition of the topology.

Now let 5r be the Dirac-delta measure of the point Y G G/Y, i.e. if

fCD(G/Y) we put

(8.13) orf = f(l)= f(y) for any y G T

where/(g) =f(gy). We also put

(8.14) 8y/=5r(Cy/).

Since 5r is clearly a distribution on the manifold G/Y, i.e. 5rCD'(G/Y),

Lemma 7.4 implies at once that 8yGT>'(G/r); moreover since 77y is invariant

under L(g) lor each gCG, we have CjL(g)=L(g)Cj and clearly [7(y)5r]/

= 5r/. Hence for any/G7>'(G/r)

[L(y)oj]f = Bj[L(y)f] = 6r{Cy[7(y)/]}

= 8r{L(y)Cjf} = 5r(Cy/) = 5y/.

This proves

Lemma 8.5.  Equation  (8.14)  defines a distribution  5y on G/Y,   [i.e.  bj
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ED'iG/T)] satisfying

(8.15) Liy)8j = 8j for every y E T,

Note that 5y^0 if 77,^(0) because L(g)i/'y.nG77J/A7?(G/r) and 5y(L(g)^-,„)
=xl/j,nig~~1) 5^0 for some re and g, if for this j we have 77y?^(0).

Now consider the Hilbert space 77y for fixed/. If/G77y, then/= E« a,.ipj,n

and the ipj,n are uniquely determined (up to constant multiples of absolute

value 1) by the requirement that they be normalized eigenfunctions under

the subgroup K. The space Hjf~\DiG/T) is thus isomorphic to the vector

space F of all rapidly decreasing sequences an, the isomorphism is given by

f<->an as follows from Theorem 8.2 applied to a fixed j. We note that for

/G77yno(G/r)

&j(f)   =  5y(   E^n^-.n)   =   E <Mf7,n(l).

By Lemma 8.3, ^y,n(l) =0(| re|2r) thus the sequence ^y,B(l) is for fixed j an

element of V, invariant under each yGF.

We now proceed to prove the converse of this. Given any irreducible

unitary representation of G with representation space 77. We can ignore the

constant representation for which our theorem is trivial. Then 77 is a Hilbert

space and according to Bargmann [l ] there exists a complete orthonormal set

en in 77 uniquely determined (up to constant multiples of absolute value 1) by

the requirement that they be eigenvectors under the subgroup K of rotations.

Thus once the (maximal compact) subgroup K is chosen fixed, the subspace

of 77 which consists of all Ea»e<» with a„ = 0(re_p) for every positive p, is

intrinsically defined. We denote it by 77° and note that 77° is naturally iso-

morphic to the vectorspace 33 of rapidly decreasing sequences defined in §6.

We use on 77° the topology of 33, hence the dual (77°)' of 77° is naturally

isomorphic to the space 33' of slowly increasing sequences.

It is easily verified that 77° is invariant under G, hence 77° and (77°)' are

representation spaces for G. Also if yEH° or (77°)' and gEG then g-y is

simultaneously continuous in both variables, as is readily verified.

Now assume there exists an element AG(77°)' and yA=A for all yGT.

For any element x of 77° consider the mapping

(8.16) *->/,(*) = Mg-'x)

which associates with every xG77° a function /(g) =/x(g) such that figy)

=/(g) since yA=A for 7Gr. Now it follows from Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 of

Part II that the representation of G in the topological vector space 77° is

weakly continuous, i.e. A(gx) is for any fixed xEH° and AG(77°)' a continu-

ous function of G. Hence/x(g) is for each xEH" a continuous function of g,

therefore contained in L2iG/T). Thus (8.16) maps 77° linearly into L2(G/r).

Also if Xa—»x in the topology of 77° then fxJig)fxig) uniformly on compact sub-
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sets of G (again by Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 of Part II). Hence by choosing a

fundamental domain for G/Y in G we see that xa-^x in 77° implies /*„—»/* in,

the 72(G/r)-norm. This proves

Lemma 8.6.  The mapping (8.16) is continuous and linear from 77° into

L2(G/Y).

Moreover we have

(8.17) fgx = L(g)fx

because f„x(g') =A(g'g_1x) = [L(g)fx](g'). Now let us denote by Sn the image of

en under the mapping (8.16). Then (8.17) implies at once that Sn is an eigen-

vector under L(k) since en is. Also if m 9*n the Sm and En belong to different

eigenvalues under K since em and en do. So am and S„ are orthogonal in

L2(G/Y) lor m9*n and lEn9*0 whenever en9*0.

Combining this with Lemma 8.6 we conclude that if

(8.18) x = 2Z Onen C 77° then fx(g) = JI «nH„(g)

where J^OnSn converges in the L2(G/r)-norm and fx9*0 if x^O. Thus the

mapping (8.16) is one-one.

Now 77 is a unitary irreducible representation space of G (by hypothesis)

so that

(8.19) gem = J2 umn(g)en
n

where the umn(g) are the matrix-coefficients of one of the (well-known) ir-

reducible unitary representations of G. Now apply the mapping (8.16) to

(8.19) and observe that the series in (8.19) converges in the topology of 77°

(again by Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 of Part II). Hence by Lemma 8.6 and formula

(8.17) above we obtain

(8.20) L(g)£m= Z«mn(g)E„
n

where the right side now converges in the L2(G/r)-norm for each gCG. Now

for the inner product ( , )H in the Hilbert space 77 we have (gem, em)H = Umm(g)

while for the inner product ( , )G/r in L2(G/Y) we have

(L(g) Sm,   Hm)<7/r  =  (    2-, «i»l(g)2i,   Sm)G/r  =   Umm(g)\\'Em\\ O/T-

Hence for each m (for which em9*0) the diagonal matrix coefficients differ

only by a multiplicative constant (independent of g). It follows from well

known properties of the irreducible unitary representations of G (for instance

from their explicit determination by Bargmann [l]) that we obtain unitary

equivalence. We have thus proved
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Lemma 8.7. Consider the closure in L2iG/T) of the image of 77° under (8.16).

iThis is clearly an invariant subspace under 7(g) for each gEG.) The restriction

of P(g) to this subspace gives a unitary representation of G which is unitarily

equivalent to the given irreducible unitary representation with space 77.

Now let A1, A2, • • • be any finite number of elements of (77°)' and assume

each A' is invariant under each yGr. For each A' we obtain by Lemma 8.7

one unitary mapping of the form (8.16) of 77 into L2(G/r); denote the image

of 77 in L2(G/T) by 77,-. For each i we obtain functions S*m(g) G77< as the

images of the emEH- Put A„=A,'(e„). Then Ai = 0(re") for some v (A'' being an

element of (77°)'). Also rem„(g) is for fixed m and g rapidly decreasing in re

(Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 of Part II). It follows that EM™n(s)-^n converges. Also

by definition of S'm(g) =A*'(g_1em); hence putting g = 1 we get Si,(l) =Ai,. We

obtain as above

2l(g) = E «mn(g)An.

Now if there are constants e,- such that Ec<A.<=0 in (77°)' then Ec*^b = 0

for each re, hence Ec<2™(g) =0 f°r each m and i and conversely. This proves

that the multiplicity with which the given irreducible unitary representation

of G occurs in the decomposition of L2(G/r) is equal to the dimension (over

the complex numbers) of the subspace of T-invariant elements of (77°)'. This

completes the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 8.4 iAnalogue of the Frobenius reciprocity theorem). Given any

irreducible iweakly measurable) unitary representation U of G with Hilbert

space 77. Let the em form a complete orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors under

K. Let 77° denote the linear subspace of all Ea»e» with an = 0(wp) for every p.

Put on 77° the topology of 33 (o/ §5 above) and let (77°)' be the dual space of 77°.

Let (77°) r be the Qinear space) of those elements A of (77°)' which satisfy y\ =A

for every yET.

Assertion. The multiplicity with which U occurs (up to unitary equiva-

lence) in the decomposition of L2(G/r) is equal to the dimension of (77%.

Remark. If the given irreducible representation U of G is not the trivial

(constant) representation it is necessary to introduce a space (77°)' which is

bigger than 77. For if we could find AG77 such that yA=A for all yET then

the function big) = (gA, A) would be a measurable function of g satisfying

biyg) = b(gy) =big), hence by the last result of Mautner [6] big) is constant

(almost everywhere). It would follow that the given representation of G is the

trivial (constant) representation.

If for example U belongs to the principal series, i.e. U: g—*U(g, 1/2+it)

tor some real number t, then 77 is naturally isomorphic to L2 (0^=0^1; dd)

and 77° to the space of all indefinitely differentiable functions a(0) on the cir-

cumference of the circle with the topology of L. Schwartz. Then (77°)' is the
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space of distributions of L. Schwartz on the circumference of the circle and

(77% consists of those distributions IF which satisfy [dyd/dd]ll2+itW(y9)

= W(6) lor all 7Gr and this t. A similar interpretation holds for the excep-

tional series of irreducible unitary representation of G if one replaces 1/2+it

bv 5 = real>l/2 and <1.

For the discrete series F,+ the space (77°)' is naturally isomorphic to the

space of all power series J2mi bnZ" = W(z) which satisfy bn = 0(np) for some p.

Thus (77°) J. consists of those IF(z) which satisfy also (dyzl/dz) W(yz) = W(z)

i.e. are automorphic forms. Thus in this case (77°)' is naturally isomorphic

to a space of automorphic forms of given dimension. For the discrete series

Ff one has to consider functions IF which are regular in z instead of z. This

follows from the explicit description of Vf (see Bargmann [l] or §1 of Part

II).
For the discrete series our Theorem 8.4 has already been obtained by

Gelfand and Fomin [l], but not for the other irreducible unitary representa-

tions of G(6).

We shall now derive an analogue of the Poisson summation formula.

The following argument works for sufficiently differentiable functions, but

we shall assume indefinite differentiability for simplicity. Let f(g)CD

= D(G) the space of complex valued indefinitely differentiable functions of

compact support on G. Then J2y^rf(gy) converges to an indefinitely differ-

entiable function h(g). In fact the mapping

/(«)-»*(*) = E/GnO
76 r

is easily seen to be a continuous linear transformation of D(G) into D(G/Y).

Let d>n,j(g) be the complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions in L2(G/Y)

used above. Assume j is such that the corresponding unitary representation

U of G is in the principal series U: g—>t7(g, 5y) with Rsj=1/2. Put 77m,y

=Ja/rh(g)4'j,m(g)dg where dg refers to the invariant measure on G/Y and

write again Fm„(s) = f'af(g)umn(g, s)dg. Write A„,y=^„,y(l) and consider the

series J2^^.iJof(g)umn(g, Sj)dg=2~2nAn,jFmn(sj) lor fixed m and j. Now

f(g)CD(G) implies by §2 and 3 of Part II that Fmn(s) is for fixed m and 5

rapidly decreasing in re. Now |wm„(g, 5y)| ^1. Hence we may interchange

2~2 and / in the last expression. We obtain

//(g) £ A„,yMm„(g, Sj)dg =  J2 A„,yPm„(5y).
ff n i

But ^nA„,yMmn(g, Sj)=dfj,m(g) by Theorem 8.1 above. Therefore

(5) See also the thesis of F. Bruhat which has appeared in the mean time: Sur les representa-

tions induites des groupes de Lie, Paris, Gauthier-Villars, 1956 or Bull. Soc. Math. France vol. 84

(1956) pp. 97-205.
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I   fig)t;,mig)dg = E A„.yPm„(5)
J G n

= T, f   fig)+iAg)dg = T, f figy)h,mig)dg
tsT J Qy~^ yeT J Q

where O is a fundamental domain for G/T in G. In the last expression we may

interchange Et with /o and obtain

f   T Zfigyh)]^.mig)dg =    f hig)fj.mig)dg =    f      hig)h.mig)dg = P/m,y.
•/ o L  7 J •'Q •/ o/r

This proves

(8.21) FOT,y =  E A»,yPmn(5y).
n

By Theorem 3.1 of Part II we have Fmn(sf)=0([\m\ +|re| +l + |iy| ]-p) for

every p also A„,y=i^y,„(l) =0([re2+|5y(l — 5y)| ]r) for some r by Lemma 8.3

above since Xy = $y(l — sf). Hence

(8.22) Hm,j = Oi[\m\  +1+ | 5y(l - sf) \ ]~p) for every p.

Exactly the same arguments and results hold if the ipj.m span for a given/

and varying m a representation space belonging to the discrete or exceptional

series except that Fmnis) has to be multiplied by a normalizing function

Nmnisj) which does not change the rapid decrease (see (8.7) above). Now the

^j.m form a complete orthonormal set in L2iG/T) hence

Kg)   = U.m. E Hm.j&.mig)
3,m

where l.i.m. refers of course to the P2(G/r)-norm. Now (8.22) and Lemma 8.3

imply that the last series converges uniformly in g for g in any compact sub-

set of G. Hence it converges point-wise to hig). Putting g = l we obtain

E/(«7)    =   ̂ (1)   =   E  Bm.jh.mil)   =   E Bm.jAm,j
(8.23) rsr mJ _ m''

/  .    Fmn\Sj)li mn\Sj) A-m,jA-n,j*

m.n.j

This is an analogue of the Poisson summation formula.

9. Modular functions. In §8 we considered functions on compact homo-

geneous spaces G/T. In this paragraph we drop the assumption of compact-

ness of G/T, but shall restrict ourselves to the modular subgroup T of G. Let r

vary over the upper half-plane, i.e. let r be any complex number, r = x+iy

whose imaginary part y is positive. The elements y of T are given by 2 X 2

matrices (M,-y) of determinant one, whose coefficients My are rational integers

and we put as usual
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Miir + Mx2
(9.1) yr =-;

Miu + M22

throughout this paragraph Y denotes the modular group, i.e. the group of

modular substitutions 7 of the form (9.1) of the upper half-plane.

We shall study in this paragraph a certain class of modular functions

h(yr) =h(r) defined below. We shall characterize this class of modular func-

tions. For this purpose we shall use the following well-known Dirichlet series

E(t, 5). We put for any complex number r=x+iy with y>0 and any com-

plex number s=a +it with a> 1

(9.2) E(r,s)= X) y' I Mr + N \~2'.
M,N;(M,N)?!(.0,0)

It is well known that for any fixed r with y >0 this function of 5 has an analyt-

ic continuation into the whole 5-plane which is regular in 5 everywhere except

at 5 = 1 where it has a pole of order 1 and satisfies the functional equation

(9.3) t->T(s)E(t, 5) = T^rtl - s)E(t, 1-5).

We shall need the following properties of E(t, s).

Lemma 9.1.

T(5 - 1/2)
E(t, s) = yi(2s) + y1-^1'2   \     '     ?(2s - 1) + R(r, s)

V(s)

where

27T"
R(t, s) = y1'2 —- 2Z bn(s) I re |«-1'2ii:,_1/2(2T | re | y)e2~-

The function R(t, s) is for each fixed r in the upper half plane an entire

function of 5. Here bn(s) = X™i»» e2rinlm\ m\ 1~2', K,(z) is the modified Bessel

function of the third kind, defined for example by

(9.4) K.-i/i(z) = t1/2(—)       r(*)~» f   e-"(t2 - V'-WlorRs > 0, Rz > 0

and f (5) is the Riemann zeta function.

This lemma is well known; its proof can be found for instance in Maass

[1].

Lemma 9.2. If £(s) denotes the Riemann zeta function, then for a ^1/2,

|5-l| >c

f(*) = o(|*|)

and
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1
--— = 0(log71).
ttl + it)

Also £is) = Oi\t\3l2+i) for any o-^-S, as M->°°.

For the proof of these well known facts see for instance Titchmarsh [3,

p. 29 (2.12.2), p. 44 (3.6.5) and p. 81 (5.1.1)] respectively.

Lemma 9.3. | Kx+illiy) \ ^ C7c,x3'_ce_,r|Ml/2(H-1m| c+x) for all y>0, all real

numbers X and u and all c> 1 +1 X| ; here Cc,\ is a constant depending only on c

and X.

Proof. We have the well known formula Kviz) =f£e-"""lilx cosh (yX)dx for

Rz>0. For v=it we get

/. oo                                       gitx _|_ g— itx

e-*l\e + e~*)- dx
o                                     2

1 rx
= — I    e~zl2ie + e~x)eilxdx.

2 J _M

Now it is well known that

f   K,{x)x>~ldx = 2S-2T(— - —J T(—- + —J for Rs >  \ Rv\ .

Hence

1    r °+i°° / s        v\    / s        v\
Kvix) =—I       2--2r(-)r( — + — )x-'ds

2«JC_,M \2       2/    \2       2/

where s = c+iy and v=\+iu, hence

I      r c+ioo 1/5 V\        / S V\\

\k,(x)\  ;£ — 2°-2 r-)r( — + — J \x-   " \ds\
1 '       2tJc^ |\2        2/     \2        2/|       '    '      '

_   r«\    (c - X + ijy - u)\    (c + X + i(y + ri\ | j
= const.* .jjr^-jr(--)|c*y

/. oo |- I -2 _  „2 I (c+X-l)/2-|

•   I 1+- e-T/4(ln+^l+lr-/.l)^.

Assume first that u^O. Then

r.r+r+r.
Now,
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~-li pn    r- In2 — U2    Ce+X—D/2-I

I      =1 1+   - e-'/4(-'-"+"-"<7n

/-/tr |„2 _      2    (c+X-D/2-l

__[l+l—    ]«-<*,
g const.c+xe-"i/2{/tc+x + l}.

Also

» oo          /• °° T             I J)2 — u2    («+X-l)/2-|

I        =1 1+    - e-x/4(,+„+r-^„

/.=or |„2_„2     (c+X-D/2-I

, L'+|-r-      h"v'
g const.o+x e-"r"/2{Mm + l}.

Finally

/"            rT              I TJ2 — Lt2 I Cc+X-l)/2-|
=   I       1 +   - e-'/4(,+^-,)^„

^ const.c+x e-r"/2{;u':+x + l}.

Now |r(x+iy)| gconst.I|y + l|x-1/Vll'l/2 for x>e, hence

r(-Yi--1   ^ const.,x-hi e-(»/2)(iB±w2)i
I   \    2 2/1 2

for c ± X > 0.

Hence

I 7c"x+.>(x) |

/oolyS _ ^2 (6+X-D/2

—-h 1 e-r/4( | y + m |  + | y - p \ )dy
-oo I ^

where the const.c,x depends on c and X and this inequality holds for all x>0,

all X, p., and c provided c> 1 — X and c> |X|, hence certainly for c> 1 +1X|.

Hence,

| 7fx+l>(y) |   =S const.c,xy-ce--l"i/2(l + | M|c+X)

for all y>0, all X and pt, all c>l + |X|, as required.

We shall also need an estimate of the function R(t, s) defined in Lemma

9.1. We have
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Lemma 9.4. \R(t, s)\ ^cp<,y1i2-p(l + \t\ P+W) for all r = x+iy, y^e>0,

for all s = a+it and all sufficiently large p. Here cpe is a constant depending only

on p and a (and e) which can be taken to be independent of p and a, provided p

and a are in finite intervals.

Proof. By Lemma 9.1

R(r, s) = -^-V— X) bn(s) | re|«-1'27i's_1/2(27r| re| y)e2--
T(5)      „^0

hence

| R(t, s) I  fg y-^-j y1'2 £ | bn(s) | | n |-»* const.... (2x | re | y)~p
I T(5) I n*o

.e-r|(|/2(1   _|_   | ^p+o-1/2)

«l/2-J>

= const.,,,, f--fe--l'l'2(l + | /|"+--i/2) Y,  | bn(s) | | n\'-l'2-».
I T(-J) I n^0

Now J2**o \bn(s)\ \n\'~ll2~p is convergent for p large enough and thus is

dominated by a constant (depending on p and a). Hence for all t and 5

| R(t, s) I   ^ const.*,, f*—^ <r*l«l/»(l + | I \p+^1'2)
I r(5) |

^ const.,,, y1'2-^ | /1-^1'2 + 1)(1 +  | / |*+'-i/2)

= const.p,,y1/2-"(l + |/|p+I2"I).

Lemma 9.5. | (s-l)E(r, s)\ gconst. (l+yr)(l + Mr) for some r, but all t

and 5. The constant depends only on a and can be taken to be independent of a if

a stays in a finite interval.

Proof. | (5-l/2)y*f(25)| ^const. (1 + | t\''2+i)y for <r^ — 5 by Lemma 9.2.

T(s - 1/2)
(s - l)(s - l/2)y1-« —-— £(2s - 1)   ^ const. (1 + | / «+»)y1-'

T(5)

1        S
for (T ̂ -"  2        2

by Lemma 9.2 and Sterling's formula. Combining these inequalities with

Lemmas 9.1 and 9.4 proves Lemma 9.5.

Let Q denote a fundamental domain for the modular group in the upper

half plane. For the sake of definiteness let O be defined by

(9.5) - — <*£_, |T|   =  \x+iy\  £ 1.
It it
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Definition 9.1. Let 4 denote the class of all complex valued functions

h(r) defined in the upper half plane of complex numbers r = x+iy, y>0 which

are

(i) indefinitely differentiable in x and y,

(ii) (A'70(0 = Oiy~p) for all non-negative integers/ and p as y—*+ » uni-

formly in x where

/ d2        d2\

(9-6) 4=-Ks?+v)-
(iii) hir)   is  invariant  under  the  modular  group,   i.e.,

hiiMuT + Mi2)/iM2ir + M22)) = Kt)

for any integers Af*,- with M11M22 — MnMn = l.

(iv) ffahiT)$niT)dxdy/y2=0 for all re = 0, 1, 2, • ■ •
where </>o = constant, </>i, c/>2, • • •  are the eigenfunctions in the point spectrum

of   A   acting   on   72(0;   y~2dxdy):   Ac/>n=X„c/>„,   Xo=0<Xi^X2^ • • • ,   </>«

ELii£l;y-2dxdy).

Let B denote the class of all complex valued functions i7(5) of a complex

variable s = a+it such that

(I) (5 — 1)77(5) is an entire function of 5,

(II) 7T-r(5)77(5) =7T-T(1 -5)i7(l -5),

(III) (5 —1)77(5) =0(|/|~p) for all p as |f|—*oo, uniformly for cr in any

finite interval.

Lemma 9.6. 7/fe(r)G4, then 77(5)=//o^(t)£(t, s)dxdy/y2EB.

Proof. By the definition of A and Lemma 9.5 we have

| hir)is - l)P(r, 5) I   ^ const. y"pyr(l +  | / |r)

for all p and some r, if rGQ. Thus

(9.7) kir)is - 1)P(t, 5)     g const.    ,    ,'       •
I y r r

Hence //q^(t)(5 —l)£(r, s)dxdy/y2 converges uniformly in 5 if 5 varies over

a compact set. Therefore (5 — 1)77(5) is entire in 5. Moreover 77(5) clearly

satisfies the same functional equation as P(t, 5). Thus 77(5) satisfies (I) and

(II) in the definition of B.

To verify (III) note that (9.7) implies

(9.8) I is - l)His) I   g const.„(l + \l\r).

Now (A'h)(r) =hj(r)EA whenever re(r)G4 where A is defined by (9.6).

Moreover (A'£)(t, 5) =5J'(1 — 5)'E(r, 5) hence

f f h3{r)E(r,s) ̂ = 5>'(1 - s)>His).
J J a y
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Now apply (9.8) to hj(r) instead of h(r). We have

| s'(l - 5)'+177(5) |   g const.,,y(l +  I /|r)

for one suitable r, and all positive integers j. Therefore 77(5) satisfies also

(III). This proves Lemma 9.6.

Lemma 9.7. E(t, s)=E(t, s) for all s (^1). Hence

E(r, 1/2 + it) = E(t, 1/2 - it).

Proof. For i?5>l the equation E(r, s)=E(t, s) follows at once from the

convergence of the Dirichlet series 2~2y"\ Mt + N\~2, for all other 5 (^1) by

analytic continuation.

Now put, for 77(5) CB

H(s)y1~"

(9.9) Hx(y,s)=     \'\     ,

r(l/2 - s) f(l - 25)
(9.10 H2(y, s) = it1'2 —'-f- 77(5) —-— y.

T(l - 5) f(25)f(2 - 25)

Now we use Riemann's functional equation for £(2s), i.e.,

t(l-2s) 2-2'T1~2'

£(2s) sin x5r( 1-25)

and get

r(i/2 - s)      2-2v3/2-2s   H(s)y
Bi(y,s) =-

T(l - 5)T(1 - 25)      sin x5      f(2 - 25)

rwr(i/2 - i) ^ H(s)y

T(l - 2s) f(2 - 25)

Now we use

r(i - 25) = - 2jr(-25) = - 252-2'-v-1'2r(-5)r(i/2 - 5)

and get

^~2'T(s)     H(s)y ir1-2T(s)H(s)y
(9.11) 772(-y, 5) =-=- •

sT(-s)   f(2 - 25)       T(l - 5)f(2 - 25)

On the other hand

77(1 - s)y T(s)        H(s)y
77i(y, 1 - 5) =-= tt1-2'- -

f(2 - 25) T(l - 5) f(2 - 25)

using the functional equation for 77(5). This proves
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Lemma 9.8. If His) satisfies the functional equation (II), then Hi(y, 1—5)
= 772(y, 5).

Lemma 9.9. If 77(5) GP> then for any real number r>0, ,/je»=i/277i(y, 5)^5

=./fl«=i/2+r77i(y, 5)^5 and /fl,=i/277>(y, s)ds=fR,-u2-,H2(y, s)ds. All integrals

exist absolutely.

Proof. By hypothesis 77(5) is rapidly decreasing along any vertical line.

Also by Lemma 9.2 (l/£)(l+it) =0(0, hence //e,_i/277i(y, s)ds converges ab-

solutely. Since 772(y, 1/2— it) =Hi(y, 1/2+^), the same is true for 772(y, 5).

Moreover for fixed cr> 1/2 the function (l/£)(2+2it) is bounded in t, so

that /us=i/2+r77i(y, s)ds converges absolutely for any r ^0. Hence using again

772(y, 1 —5) =Hi(y, s) (Lemma 9.7 above) we see that /s8-i/2-r7t"2(y, s)ds con-

verges absolutely for any r|g0.

The equality of the integrals containing 77i(y, 5) follows from the fact

that in the strip l/2^P5^1/2+r the function 77i(y, 5) is for each fixed y>0

regular analytic in 5 and rapidly decreasing in t uniformly in <r. Similarly for

H2(y, 5).

Now put

(9.12) hj(y)=f        Hj(y,s)ds for j= 1,2.
J fl»=l/2

Lemma 9.10. If H(s)EB then hj(y)=0(y~p) as y-*+ 00 for all p>0. The
above integral converges absolutely and uniformly in y for 0<e^y^l/e.

This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 9.9 and the above properties

of77y(y, 5).

Now put

/ds H(s)R(r, 1 - s) •
K—1/2 I f(25) I2

Then we have

Lemma 9.11. IfH(s)EB then hir)=Oiy-p) as y-* + 00 for any p>0. The

integral converges again absolutely and uniformly in r for 0<e^y^l/e.

This follows from Lemmas 9.2 and 9.4 and condition (III) in the definition

of the class B.

Finally we have

Lemma 9.12. If His) EB then /b,_1/277(5)P(t, l-5)|f(2s)|-2ci5 satisfies

conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Definition 9.1 above.

Proof. Put h(r) =&i(t)+&2(t)+A3(t). Then by the definition of hj(r) and

Lemma 9.1 we have
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(9.14) h(r) =  [        H(s)E(r, 1 - 5)       f\      •
J Ri=l/2 I f (25) |2

Since E(t, s) is for each fixed j^lan invariant function of r under the modu-

lar group, this shows that h(r) satisfies condition (iii) in the Definition 9.1 of

the class A.

By Lemmas 9.10 and 9.11, the integral (9.14) converges uniformly in r

for t in any compact subset of the upper half plane. Now AE(r, s) =s(l —s)

•E(t, s), hence

/ds 77(5)A'£(r, 1 - 5) j-—-
2J»-l/2 | f(25) |2

=   f        s'(l - sYH(s)E(t, 1 - S) J-^-T^
Jr.-i/2 |f(2s) I2

converges uniformly in r for r in compact sets, because sl(l—s)lH(s)CB for

any integer I'giO whenever H(s)CB. This proves that h(r) is indefinitely

differentiable (A being elliptic) and (Alh)(r) is equal to the last integral. This

proves that h(r) satisfies condition (i) of the definition of the class A. Con-

dition (ii) is satisfied because on applying Lemmas 9.10 and 9.11 with

5i(l-5)i77(5) instead of 77(5) we see that (Alh)(r)=0(y~p) for all p and />0

as y—» + co.

Let <f>o, <pi, • • • be again the eigenfunctions in the point spectrum of A

acting on L2(Q; y~2dxdy) introduced above. We normalize them so that

/dxdy
4>j(?)Mt) —t = in

o. y2

and <po(r) constant. A result of Roelcke [l ] states that

d>j(x + iy) = 0(yc) as y —> + oo for some constant c.

We shall prove

Lemma 9.13. Given any real number p>0, then there exists a constant cp

independent of x such that

I *j(t) I   ^ cp(l + | Xy | <*+»'*)?-* for y ^ 1.

Proof. Using the above result of Roelcke, we see that our 0y satisfy the

assumptions which Maas [l] makes about his "automorphic wave-functions."

Hence we may use formula (61) of Maas [l] which states that for re^O and

jVO

/1/2 o3y(x + iy)e-2™*dx = C„,yy1/2^,-ry(27r | re | y)

-1/2

where the C„,y are constants and 1/4+r^Xy. By Schwarz's inequality
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I CnjyWKtfiT | re | y) |2 =g   f      | *,(* + iy) \*dx,
J -1/2

hence

I C„,y |2 | Air.(2x I re I y) |2 ̂  ^ | fc(* + iy) |2 —-i .
•^ i/i»i y     •/ i/ui J-H2 y

Now the number of fundamental domains of the modular group which inter-

sect the rectangle — 1/2^x^1/2, l/|re| gy is O(re). Hence

/'"     f1/2 ,   dxdy
\<P,ix+iy)\2-^ = Oin)

i/l„|J_i/2 y*

uniformly in/Ssl.

On the other hand, it is known that

/.    .      .   dy       ("° ,                 .   dy                  e~"^
I if*y(2x | re | y) |2 - = | A,-ri(2xy) \2 - ^ c--

i/i»i y    Ji y        A , T i   i V

where c is a constant. Hence

| C„,y |  g c' | re | (l + — | ry | J e*W2 for | re |   > 0 and/ > 0.

Now according to Maas [l] one has for/^0,

*/M= ECn,yA,v;(2T|re|y)e2"-.

Let us use Lemma 9.3, and we see that

I <Piir) |   ^ E  I n I (l + -^ I ry I ) e'l'/l'2Cp( | re | y)-pe~'l«!fl/«(l + [ ry |p)
n^O \ 2 /

= c,y-p(l +  | ry|p+1) E  I n\l~p-
n?s0

This completes the proof of Lemma 9.13.

Combining the above with Satz 17 of Roelcke  [l] (which states that

Ei IM~2 is convergent) we obtain

Corollary. If aj is any rapidly decreasing sequence of complex numbers,

i.e., aj = 0ij~p) for any real p, then

E "AW
y-i

satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in the definition of the class A.

Conversely, if ft(-r) satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii), in the definition of the class

A, then
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C C dxdy
I    Kr)Ur)  —- = 0(j~p)

J J a y2

as j—* + oo.

Let us now drop the assumption (iv) in the definition of the class A.

Definition 9.2. Let 21 be the direct sum of the constants with the space

2T of all those functions h(r) defined in the upper half plane r=x+iy, y>0

which satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in the Definition 9.1 of the class A,

and

(iv0) f j   h(r)y-2dxdy = 0.

We topologize 2P by means of the semi-norms

(9.15) sup | y(A>h)(r) | , j, p = 0,1,2, ■■-.
r€Q

It is readily verified that 21 is a metrizable complete locally convex topo-

logical vector space, i.e., 21 is a Frechet space.

Lemma 9.14. Let fc(r)G2l and put H(s) =ffah(r)E(T, s)y~2dxdy. Then

lim (s - 1)77(5) = — f f h(r)y-2dxdy.
S->1 2 J J jQ

Proof. By Lemma 9.1 we have

r r(5 -1/2) 1
lim (5 - l)£(r, s) = lim   y«r(25) + y1-^'2-—— f (25 - 1) + R(r, s)
s-.i s-.i L r(5) J

r(i/2) T
= Tr1'2 lim (5 - l)f(25 - 1) = — •

r(i)  ,-i 2

Now if h(r) is orthogonal to the constants then h(r) =0(y~p) for every p by

definition of 21 and (s-l)E(r, s) =0(yT) for some r if 5 is in a compact set by

Lemma 9.5, so that (s — l)h(r)E(T, s) is bounded if 5 is in a compact set.

Moreover ffoy~2dxdy < oo as is well known and readily verified. Hence we

may apply the Lebesgue convergence theorem and obtain the assertion of

Lemma 9.14, if h(r) is orthogonal to the constants. If h(r) is constant,

Lemma 9.4 is readily verified.

We now introduce the space $b:

Definition 9.3. Let 21 be the set of all pairs {77(5), ay} where 77(5) is in

the class B of Definition 9.1 and ay (j = 0, 1, 2, ■ • ■ ) an arbitrary rapidly de-

creasing sequence, satisfying

(t3)1'2

(9.16) lim (5 - l)H(s) = —— a0.
*->i 2-31/2
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We topologize 93 by means of the semi-norms

(9.17) max    {(1 + | t |p) | (1 - s)H(s) \ },        max {(1 + j)'\ aj \ }
!•—1/2|S« j

for any positive p, q, r. Again 93 is a Frechet space.

Let us now consider the mapping

(9.18) h(r)^{H(s),a}}

where

His) =  f f Kt)E(t, s)y~2dxdy

and

ai =  \   I   h(r)$j(T)y~2dxdy.

Theorem 9.1. The mapping (9.18) is a topological isomorphism of the

topological vector space 21 (of Definition 9.2) onto the topological vector space 93

(of Definition 9.3).

Proof. The mapping (9.18) is clearly linear. By Lemmas 9.6 and 9.14,

and the corollary after Lemma 9.13, (9.18) maps 21 into 93. Now we use the

result A. Selberg (Lectures, Institute for Advanced Study, 1954-1955) and

W. Roelcke [l, (140)] that (9.18) is a unitary mapping of L2(0,:y~2dxdy) onto

the direct sum of L2(Rs = 1/2; ds/ \ ̂ (2s) \2) with Hilbert space I2 of all square

summable sequences dy. Thus if {77(5), ay} G93 then its inverse image under

(9.18) is given by

/ds „H(s)E(r, 1 - s)  ■,„.,■   + E «i*/M.
ie«-i/2 | i~(2s) \2        y_o

Now we apply Lemmas 9.12, 9.14 and the corollary to Lemma 9.13 and con-

clude that (9.18) maps 21 one-one onto 93 as follows: suppose 77(5)G93 and

put hx(r) =fRa=u2H(s)E(T, 1 —5) | £"(2s) \ ~2ds, repeat the argument used in the

proof of Lemma 9.12. One finds that ft'OO+^oGH (where the additional

term a0 comes from the residues at the poles 5=0 or 1 obtained by shifting

the line of integration as in the proof of Lemma 9.9). It follows that h(r) as

defined by (9.19) is contained in 21.
Since the topology of 21 is stronger than that of L2(Q: y~2dxdy) we con-

clude that (9.18) is a closed mapping of 21 onto 93. Since 21 and 93 are Frechet

spaces, the closed graph theorem applies (see Bourbaki [l]) so that (9.18) is

continuous in the topologies of 21 and 93. The continuity of the inverse of

(9.18) follows in the same way. This proves Theorem 9.1.
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Corollary. Let s be any fixed complex number 9^1, 0, — 1, —2, •••.

Then E(r, s) is not identically zero in r.
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